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ABSTRACT 
The western corn rootworm (WCR; Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte) is an 
important chrysomelid pest of corn (Zea mays) in the US. WCR larvae feed on corn roots, 
while adult beetles may consume aboveground corn tissues. WCR larvae are nutritionally 
dependent on corn roots; completion of the univoltine WCR lifecycle relies on the nearby 
availability of root tissues for the larvae. Close access to the host plant is generally 
secured by strong adult ovipositional fidelity to cornfields. Annual crop rotation between 
corn and soybean (Glycine max) has been the main strategy for controlling the WCR in 
the eastern Corn Belt; WCR larvae emerging in rotated soybean fields cannot survive. 
However, this method selected for a “rotation-resistant” (RR) variant with reduced 
ovipositional fidelity to cornfields. Although genetically diagnostic markers 
differentiating RR individuals from wild-type (WT) WCR are currently unavailable, 
characterizations of RR-WCR populations showed that they exhibit greater mobility and 
different responses to corn phenology. In addition, gene transcripts sharing sequence 
similarity with immune genes were found differentially expressed in WT and RR 
populations. When feeding on soybean, RR-WCR populations also exhibit greater 
tolerance of soybean diets than WT populations, which may indicate an adaptation to 
soybean protease inhibitors. Since transcriptional analysis of several protease genes could 
not fully explain these differences, possible contributions from other genes or gut 
microbes have been proposed. Despite these findings, interactions amongst RR-WCR gut 
physiology, immune system, genetic regulation, and differences between those of WT-
WCR are not well understood. 
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In search of explanations for the distinct physiological traits and gene expression 
profiles documented in RR-WCR populations, host-microbe interactions in adult RR- and 
WT-WCR guts were characterized and tested for their contribution to WCR gut 
physiology (Chapter 2). Microbial community analyses across multiple field populations 
of RR- and WT-WCR identified shifts in gut bacterial community structure associated 
with WCR adaptation to brief soybean herbivory. Suppression of gut bacteria using 
antibiotic treatments reduced RR-WCR tolerance of soybean diets to the level of WT-
WCR, whereas WT-WCR receiving the same treatment were unaffected, suggesting that 
gut bacteria may facilitate WCR adaptation to rotated landscapes. 
To examine whether the functional importance of genes correlated with RR-
WCR’s physiological traits differed between phenotypes, a cysteine protease gene 
(DvRS5) and an immune gene (att1) were targeted for RNA interference (RNAi) in three 
field-sampled WCR populations. WT and RR populations that exhibit different levels of 
tolerance of soybean herbivory, gut cysteine protease activity, and immune gene 
expression (Chapter 3) were subjected to these treatments and compared to control 
groups (treated with Drosophila double-stranded RNA). In all three populations, RNAi 
treatments targeting DvRS5 reduced gut cysteine protease activity. However, the 
proportion of the cysteine protease activity that was inhibited was substantially smaller in 
the RR populations than in a WT population. When att1 was targeted for RNAi, different 
changes in survival among RR and WT populations on soybean occurred. In both DvRS5 
and att1, the sequences targeted for RNAi were identical across all three populations, 
suggesting that the functional effects of these genes on WCR may differ depending on the 
physiological background in which they are expressed. 
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To further characterize genetic mechanisms underlying the physiological changes 
observed in RR-WCR populations, a transcriptomic survey of the adult digestive tracts of 
phenotypically characterized RR- and WT-WCR populations was executed (Chapter 4). 
A de novo assembly of the WCR adult gut transcriptome was constructed and used to 
conduct RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) analyses on RNA libraries from different WCR 
phenotypes fed with corn or soybean diets. Global gene expression profiles of WT- and 
RR-WCR were similar on corn diets but different when fed on soybean diets. Network-
based analyses of the sequencing data identified gene “modules” that are transcriptionally 
correlated with the RR phenotype. Gene ontology enrichment analyses on these modules 
indicated that they were related to metabolic processes, biological adhesion, growth, 
immune responses, and other processes/functions that could correlate to physiological 
traits of RR populations.  
Overall, results from this series of studies suggested that host-microbe interactions, 
gut physiology, and related genetic regulation differed between RR- and WT-WCR. 
Whether these differences contribute to RR-WCR behavioral changes, are pleiotropic 
effects or subsequent adaptations due to the reduced ovipositional fidelity to corn is 
uncertain. However, it is likely that RR-WCR have undergone physiological adaptations 
that improve their fitness in areas where annual crop rotation is practiced. Consequently, 
these findings provide a broader understanding of how insects could be affected by 
ecological disturbances. 
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CHAPTER 1: GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. The western corn rootworm (Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte) 
1.1.1. The western corn rootworm and its significance 
Corn (Zea mays) is one of the most important crops grown in the US. 
Optimization of corn production in the Corn Belt has led to low cropping diversity across 
agricultural landscapes, making corn crops vulnerable to pest infestation and dependent 
on a variety of pest control strategies, including cultural control, chemical control, and 
planting genetically modified crops expressing insecticidal traits (Matson et al. 1997; 
Altieri 1999; Christou et al. 2006). 
 The western corn rootworm (WCR, Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte; 
Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae) is a significant corn pest in the US (Gray et al. 2009). The 
spread of WCR across Canada and European countries continues to increase its impact on 
global corn production (Gray et al. 2009). The WCR produces one generation per year; 
the lifecycle consists of four stages: the egg, larva, pupa, and adult (Fig. 1). As a corn 
specialist, the subterranean WCR larvae are nutritionally dependent on corn roots. 
Rootworm feeding generally begins in late spring, when larvae emerging from 
overwintering eggs locate nearby corn roots and start to feed. Severe root damage 
resulting from rootworm feeding reduces nutrient and water uptake by plants and 
increases their vulnerability to pathogen infection (Levine and Oloumi-Sadeghi 1991). 
After developing through three instars, pupating in the soil, and emerging aboveground as 
adults, the beetles feed on corn silks, kernels, pollen, and foliage, all of which may 
contribute to substantial yield lost (Levine and Oloumi-Sadeghi 1991). In general, female 
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WCRs are mated soon after emergence (Hill 1975). After a period of feeding, many 
females may disperse from their natal field to another cornfield where they continue to 
feed and eventually lay eggs in the soil. Historically, egg-laying in cornfields assured that 
rootworm larvae would emerge where host plant roots were abundant and nearby (Levine 
and Oloumi-Sadeghi 1991; Spencer et al. 2009). 
 
1.1.2. Crop rotation and the rotation-resistant western corn rootworm 
For decades, annual crop rotation between maize and non-host soybeans (Glycine 
max) was widely practiced to control the WCR (Levine et al. 2002). The WCR adult’s 
high ovipositional fidelity to cornfields and larval nutritional dependence on corn roots 
made them a suitable target for such a strategy (Spencer and Levine 2008). Because corn 
is only grown every other year in rotated fields, the practice disrupts the year-after-year 
availability of corn roots to which WCR are adapted (Levine et al. 2002). While crop 
rotation was an effective method to control WCR, it imposed strong selection pressure 
that resulted in evolution of a rotation-resistant (RR) variant with reduced ovipositional 
fidelity to cornfields (Levine et al. 2002).  
First documented near Piper City, Illinois, the RR-WCR problem soon spread 
across other corn production areas. First-year corn (planted after soybean) in problem 
areas exhibited greater root damage compared to corn in non-problem areas (Levine and 
Oloumi-Sadeghi 1996). To date, RR-WCR have been found in nearby states, including 
Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Missouri, Ohio, and Wisconsin, as well as the Canadian 
province of Ontario (Gray et al. 2009). While exact genetic mechanisms underlying the 
RR phenotype remain unclear, a modeling study suggested that the expansion of RR-
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WCR could be explained by the spread of a single adaptive allele (Onstad et al. 2001), 
which may be affected by landscape heterogeneity (i.e., crop diversity) (Onstad et al. 
2003). A study analyzing microsatellite loci of wild-type (WT) and RR-WCRs did not 
detect substantial genetic differences between insects from the two phenotypes (Miller et 
al. 2006), while work conducted on amplified fragment-length polymorphism (AFLP) 
markers was unable to identify markers diagnostic for the RR phenotype (Miller et al. 
2007). Because reliable genetic tools differentiating RR- and WT- individuals are still 
lacking, characterizing observable traits of RR-WCR at the population level is still the 
main strategy to study this phenomenon. 
Studies conducted on RR-WCR populations have revealed behavioral or 
morphological traits that could differentiate them from WT populations. Compared to 
WT-WCR, adult RR-WCR have reduced fidelity to cornfields and greater mobility 
(Levine et al. 2002; Knolhoff et al. 2006); RR-WCR also respond differently to corn 
phenology compared to WT-WCR (Pierce and Gray 2006). It has also been suggested 
that wing morphology may differ between RR- and WT-WCR (Mikac et al. 2013). In 
search of mechanisms explaining behavioral changes in RR-WCR, Knolhoff et al. (2010) 
conducted an expressed sequence tag (EST) microarray study comparing gene 
transcription profiles in the heads of WT- and RR-WCR. Interestingly, many 
differentially expressed ESTs shared sequence similarity with insect immune genes rather 
than those directly linked to behavioral regulation (Knolhoff et al. 2010). In another study, 
the gut physiology of RR-WCR adults was compared to that of WT-WCR adults (Curzi 
et al. 2012). When compared to WT-WCR, RR-WCR populations were found to exhibit 
greater tolerance of soybeans, and had higher levels of gut cysteine protease activity 
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(Curzi et al. 2012), suggesting that physiological adaptations to brief soybean herbivory 
may have occurred in RR-WCR. 
 
1.1.3. Soybean herbivory in the rotation-resistant western corn rootworm 
Many plants are armed with physical barriers and other defense mechanisms that 
allow them to avoid or tolerate insect attack (Howe and Jander 2008). For example, the 
jasmonate signaling pathway triggered by insect herbivory can induce the synthesis of 
protease inhibitors targeting the digestive proteolysis of herbivores (Bolter 1995; Howe 
and Jander 2008). Soybeans can produce different types of protease inhibitors, including 
the cysteine protease inhibitors (CystPIs). Studies on CystPIs showed that they could 
inhibit gut cysteine proteases activity in WCR (Zhao et al. 1996; Koiwa et al. 2000). 
Previous studies also demonstrated that soybean diets are detrimental to adult WCR 
fitness (Mabry and Spencer 2003). Despite such negative effects, WCR could be found 
feeding on soybeans in the fields regardless of their resistance status to crop rotation 
(Levine et al. 2002), suggesting that such behavior may be part of the WCR’s natural 
variation for host plant preference. However, the proportion of individuals that feed on 
soybeans is significantly greater in RR-WCR populations than in WT-WCR populations 
(Levine et al. 2002). Since RR-WCR populations have been found to exhibit greater 
tolerance of soybean diets and they have greater gut cysteine protease activity than WT 
populations (Curzi et al. 2012), their gut physiology may be adapted to brief soybean 
herbivory. The increased gut protease activity of RR-WCR may allow them to cope with 
the protease inhibitors expressed in soybeans, similar to some other herbivorous insects 
(Gruden et al. 2004; Moon et al. 2004). Given the behavioral traits of RR-WCR, such a 
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physiological change may provide fitness advantages that facilitate their adaptation to 
crop rotation. Despite these findings, expression of WCR protease genes in RR- and WT-
WCR could not fully explain their differences in protease activity (Curzi et al. 2012). 
Thus, other genes or microbial factors in the digestive system may also contribute to 
these phenotypic changes in RR-WCR. 
 
1.2. Insect-microbe interactions and their importance 
1.2.1. Host-microbe interactions in insects 
Bacterial symbionts are widely distributed across insect species (Dillon and 
Dillon 2004; Ferrari and Vavre 2011; Frago et al. 2012). Insect digestive tracts and other 
organs allow different bacteria to flourish by establishing associations ranging from 
commensalism, host-pathogen associations, to obligate mutualisms with their hosts; many 
of these microbes could profoundly influence the insect’s biology and fitness (Bulla et al. 
1975; Douglas 1998; Dillon and Dillon 2004; Ferrari and Vavre 2011; Frago et al. 2012). 
Among these bacteria, obligate bacterial symbionts are generally vertically transmitted 
across generations by the insect host and are often crucial for the nutritional balance of 
the latter (Douglas 1998; McCutcheon et al. 2009; Kirkness et al. 2010; Koga et al. 2012). 
For example, Buchnera, the primary endosymbiont of aphids located in specialized 
bacteriocytes, provide essential amino acids that are lacking in plant sap diets (Douglas 
1998; Wilkinson and Ishikawa 2003). In Glassy-winged sharpshooters, the 
endosymbionts Baumannia cicadellinicola and Sulcia muelleri together provide the 
essential amino acids and vitamin cofactors required by their host (Wu et al. 2006; 
McCutcheon and Moran 2007). Other than these primary endosymbionts, many bacteria 
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have been shown to affect insect susceptibility to parasites/pathogens or toxic compounds 
(Brownlie and Johnson 2009; Koch and Schmid-Hempel 2011; Kikuchi et al. 2012), 
facilitate digestion of organic materials, or benefit their hosts nutritionally (Kaufman and 
Klug 1991; Breznak 2002; Dillon and Dillon 2004; Visotto et al. 2009; Engela et al. 
2012). The gut microbiota of bumble bees are correlated with the bee host’s susceptibility 
to a virulent parasite Crithidia bombi (Koch and Schmid-Hempel 2011), while in 
velvetbean caterpillars (Anticarsia gemmatalis), antibiotic suppression of gut microbes 
reduced the insect’s gut protease activity (Visotto et al. 2009). Moreover, it has been 
suggested that gut bacteria could affect insect evolution by contributing to their dietary 
habits. For example, a survey of gut symbionts from different ant species showed that 
there is a correlation between ant herbivory and the presence of specific gut bacteria 
(Russell et al. 2009).   
For organisms to coevolve with bacteria that inhabit them, maintenance and 
localization of these microbes is crucial. In some cases, long-term coevolution with insect 
hosts have led to loss or changes in genes and cell surface structures critical for free-
living lifestyles in bacteria (Maezawa et al. 2006; McCutcheon and Moran 2012; Sabree 
et al. 2012), which may help to secure the maintenance or functioning of these microbial 
symbionts in their hosts. Beyond such extreme examples, immune systems are known to 
affect host-microbe interactions in animals. For example in humans, antimicrobial 
proteins are highly expressed in the digestive tract and could be responsible for 
interacting with the gut microbiota (Verberkmoes et al. 2009). In insects, phagocytosis, 
melanization, production of antimicrobial peptides and other immune responses all 
contribute to their interaction with microbes (Basset et al. 2000; Hillyer et al. 2003; 
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Dillon and Dillon 2004; Shao et al. 2012). In Drosophila, antimicrobial peptide 
expression was responsive to infection by a plant pathogenic bacteria, Erwinia 
carotovora (Basset et al. 2000). Within the gut, insects also produce antimicrobial 
peptides, reactive oxygen species or lysozymes locally, which could affect the growth of 
gut microbes (Lemaitre and Hoffmann 2007). Detailed characterization of these defense 
responses in model insects showed that they could be regulated by several signaling 
pathways (e.g., Toll and Imd pathways) (Hoffmann 2003).  
 
1.2.2. Host-microbe interactions in the western corn rootworm 
In addition to studying biocontrol agents of WCR (Meissle et al. 2009), several 
studies have examined host-microbe interactions occuring in WCR. Previous work 
looking at bacteria isolated from soil, corn roots, and WCR identified bacterial species 
that were associated with WCR disease, and those that could be transferred to corn roots 
via WCR feeding (Prischmann et al. 2008). In another study, microbial community 
analyses showed that WCR larval feeding could affect the microbial population in the 
corn rhizosphere (Dematheis et al. 2012). The gut bacterial composition of WCR larvae 
was also found to be relatively independent of their surrounding soil types, suggesting 
that the WCR gut is quite a selective environment for microbes (Dematheis et al. 2012). 
In a transcriptomic study, specific bacteria (likely Wolbachia) in laboratory-reared WCR 
larvae were capable of downregulating plant defense genes in corn tissues (Barr et al. 
2010). Despite these investigations, the functional roles of host-microbe associations in 
field WCR populations, particularly in adults, remain largely unknown. Interestingly, a 
microarray study comparing gene expression profiles in the heads of field-collected RR- 
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and WT-WCR adults revealed differential expression in genes exhibiting sequence 
similarity with immune genes (Knolhoff et al. 2010). The results implied that the immune 
background may differ between the two phenotypes and suggested avenues for 
investigating unexplored physiological aspects of rotation resistance, such as RR-WCR 
interactions with their gut microbes.  
 
1.3. Rapid adaptation of insects to human-mediated environmental changes 
Human-mediated environmental changes such as pollution, pesticide usage, 
climate and landscape changes have the potential to affect organismal biology at an 
unprecedented scale and pace. For insects, insecticide usage has selected for resistant 
individuals in various species (Meinke et al. 1998; Hemingway and Ranson 2000). 
Altered climate has also been found to influence insect physiology and inter-trophic 
interactions. For example, elevated temperature increased voltinism in European 
butterflies and moths (Altermatt 2010). Higher atmospheric CO2 levels affect defense 
responses in soybean, making plants more susceptible to feeding by herbivorous beetles, 
including the WCR (Zavala et al. 2008; Zavala et al. 2009; Zavala et al. 2013). A study of 
stink bugs also showed that increasing temperature could lead to loss of their gut bacteria 
and reduced fitness within few generations (Prado et al. 2010). Moreover, human 
importation of exotic plants and animals introduces potential new host plants or prey for 
local species, as well as possible new natural enemies and pathogens. These disturbances 
could also provide novel ecological niches for indigenous insects, or force them to adapt 
to new ones. For instance, introducing soapberry species (Order Sapindales: Family 
Sapindaceae) into new habitats lead to rapid adaptive evolution of soapberry bug 
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mouthparts, which allowed them to feed on the new host plants within decades (Carroll et 
al. 2005; Carroll and Loye 2012).  
 Western corn rootworm populations have also experienced many types of 
anthropogenic disturbances over the past several decades. As a significant crop pest, most 
of these disturbances were related to its management in the field. To date, the species has 
developed resistance to pest management strategies including insecticides (Meinke et al. 
1998), crop rotation (Levine et al. 2002) and more recently transgenic corn expressing the 
Bacillus thuringiensis toxins Cry3Bb1and mCry3A (Gassmann et al. 2011; Gassmann et 
al. 2014). Among these, the WCR adaptation to crop rotation may be the most complex 
phenomenon of all. Phenotypic and transcriptional changes documented in RR-WCR 
encompass behavior, the immune system, gut physiology, and other aspects of their 
biology (Levine et al. 2002; Knolhoff et al. 2006; Pierce and Gray 2006; Knolhoff et al. 
2010; Curzi et al. 2012). While RR-WCR behavioral changes have been extensively 
studied (Levine et al. 2002), much is still unclear regarding the physiological adaptation 
and other factors contributing to RR-WCR success in altered environments. These 
questions, therefore, call for a better understanding of other aspects of RR-WCR biology, 
such as their gut physiology, host-microbe interactions and genetic regulation. 
 
1.4. Rationale 
Agricultural practices profoundly alter the environment and affect the biology of 
organisms residing in these managed systems. For insect pests, crop protection strategies 
targeted against them may impose heavy selection pressures that lead to evolution of 
resistance (Meinke et al. 1998; Levine et al. 2002; Nauen and Denholm 2005; Gassmann 
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et al. 2011). In the US, annual crop rotation between corn and soybean has been used to 
control the WCR for many decades. However, the practice selected for a resistant 
phenotype, which allows some WCR to circumvent crop rotation (Levine et al. 2002). 
From an ecological perspective, WCR rotation resistance is an intriguing example of 
insect adaptation to habitat manipulation. As such, it provides opportunities to examine 
factors and mechanisms underlying organismal adaptation to human activity on a large 
scale. Thus, considerable effort has been expended to characterize the biology of the RR-
WCR and to understand potential mechanisms that contribute to their adaptation. 
Other than the well-characterized behavioral traits of RR-WCR (Levine et al. 
2002; Knolhoff et al. 2006; Pierce and Gray 2006), recent findings regarding their altered 
gut physiology and gene expression suggest that RR- and WT-WCR may differ in 
numerous aspects of their physiology (Knolhoff et al. 2010; Curzi et al. 2012). Although 
discerning whether these changes are directly responsible for RR-WCR’s circumvention 
of crop rotation is challenging, it is possible that the specific changes may provide clues 
to general principles of adaptation to disturbed environments. However, to date, a 
thorough examination of the relationships of RR-WCR’s physiological characteristics and 
their interactions with gene regulation and gut bacteria are lacking. 
This research was designed to explore possible mechanisms that RR-WCR use to 
enhance their success in rotated corn and soybean fields. In Chapter 2, the community 
structure and function of gut bacterial microbiota in WT and RR-WCR populations were 
examined to understand potential adaptive connections among their gut physiology, 
immune system, and gut microbiota. Experiments in Chapter 3 tested whether the 
functional importance of genes correlated with RR-WCR physiological traits differ 
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between WT and RR populations. Finally in Chapter 4, a transcriptomic survey of WT- 
and RR-WCR adult digestive tracts was conducted to explore molecular (gene expression) 
bases that may help to explain the different physiological traits observed between 
phenotypes. Results from these studies allow a closer look at some physiological 
adaptations of RR-WCR and advance a broader understanding of insect responses to 
human-mediated ecological disturbances. 
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CHAPTER 2: HOST-MICROBE INTERACTIONS IN THE ROTATION-
RESISTANT WESTERN CORN ROOTWORM DIGESTIVE TRACTS1 
 
2.1. Abstract 
Insects are constantly adapting to human-driven landscape changes; however, the 
roles of their gut microbiota in these processes remain largely unknown. The western 
corn rootworm (WCR, Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte) (Coleoptera: 
Chrysomelidae) is a major corn pest that has been controlled via annual rotation between 
corn (Zea mays) and non-host soybean (Glycine max) in the US. This practice selected for 
a “rotation-resistant” variant (RR-WCR) with reduced ovipositional fidelity to cornfields. 
When in soybean fields, RR-WCR also exhibit an elevated tolerance of anti-herbivory 
defenses (i.e. cysteine protease inhibitors) expressed in soybean foliage. Here, the present 
study shows that the gut bacterial microbiota is an important factor facilitating this corn 
specialist’s (WCR’s) physiological adaptation to brief soybean herbivory. Comparisons 
of gut microbiota between RR- and wild-type WCR (WT-WCR) revealed concomitant 
shifts in bacterial community structure with host adaptation to soybean diets. Antibiotic 
suppression of gut bacteria significantly reduced RR-WCR tolerance of soybean 
herbivory to the level of WT-WCR, while WT-WCR were unaffected. Findings from this 
work indicate that gut bacteria could help facilitate rapid adaptation of insects in managed 
ecosystems. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1 This chapter appeared in The Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of 
America, and is referred to later in this dissertation as “Chu et al., 2013”. C.C. Chu, J.L. Spencer, M.J., 
Curzi, J.A. Zavala, M.J. Seufferheld, Gut bacteria facilitate adaptation to crop rotation in the western corn 
rootworm, Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 110 (2013) 11917-11922. This article is included with the 
permission of the publisher and is available at: http://www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1301886110 
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2.2. Introduction 
Metagenomic studies are accelerating our understanding of host-microbial 
associations in various organisms; many microbial symbionts contribute directly to host 
evolution (Dillon and Dillon 2004; Ley et al. 2008; Moran et al. 2008; Russell et al. 
2009). However, unlike associations involving individual primary or secondary 
symbionts (Moran et al. 2008; Brownlie and Johnson 2009), efforts to unravel 
interactions between the environment, host and gut bacteria at the community scale—the 
bacterial microbiota—are often hindered by the intrinsic complexity of these interactions. 
Even if gut microbial species and their potential functions are identified through 
sequencing, in situ crosstalk among microbes and the host could prevent accurate 
inference regarding microbiota influences on host fitness and evolution (Dillon and 
Dillon 2004). Here in this work, the rapid adaptation of the western corn rootworm 
(WCR, Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte) (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae) to human-
mediated landscape changes (e.g. annual crop rotation) was used as a subject for 
exploring these interactions. Extensive knowledge of WCR biology, along with 
functional measurements of the microbial contribution to host fitness make WCR an 
interesting model for studying the role of gut microbiota in insect adaptations to changing 
environments.  
Throughout the US Corn Belt, annual crop rotation between corn (Zea mays) and 
soybean (Glycine max) is practiced to control the WCR (Levine et al. 2002; Gray et al. 
2009). The subterranean larvae of the WCR feed on corn roots, which may cause severe 
root injury and yield loss. After adult emergence, WCR beetles continue to feed on corn 
foliage, pollen, or immature ears and oviposit in the weeks after mating (Levine and 
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Oloumi-Sadeghi 1991; Gray et al. 2009; Spencer et al. 2009). The lifecycle of the 
univoltine WCR depends on the nearby availability of corn roots for newly hatched 
larvae. Close proximity to host tissues was historically assured by strong adult 
ovipositional fidelity to cornfields (Spencer et al. 2009). As a pest management strategy, 
crop rotation disrupts the year-after-year availability of corn to which adult and larval 
WCR biology is adapted; larvae that emerge from eggs in soybean fields cannot survive. 
The strong selection pressures imposed by broad-scale adoption of crop rotation resulted 
in the emergence of a “rotation-resistant” (RR) variant with reduced ovipositional fidelity 
to cornfields and greater mobility (Levine et al. 2002; Knolhoff et al. 2006). These 
behavioral changes increase the opportunity for RR-WCR females to lay eggs in nearby 
soybean fields, which may hatch in rotated cornfields in the following year and allow 
RR-WCR to circumvent crop rotation. Robust differences in movement patterns and 
oviposition in non-host soybean plots suggests rotation resistance could have a genetic 
basis (Pierce and Gray 2006), and that its subsequent spread is correlated with landscape-
level crop diversity (Onstad et al. 2003). Aside from behavioral differences between the 
RR- and wild-type WCR (WT-WCR) (Levine et al. 2002; Mabry and Spencer 2003; 
Knolhoff et al. 2006), a recent study documented enhanced RR-WCR tolerance of 
soybean defenses (i.e. cysteine protease inhibitors, CystPIs) (Curzi et al. 2012), which are 
induced when soybean foliage is attacked by beetles (Zavala et al. 2008). Compared to 
WT-WCR adults, the RR-WCR survived longer on soybean plant tissues and displayed 
more herbivory (Curzi et al. 2012), which can prolong their residence time and 
opportunities to lay eggs in soybean fields. Moreover, activity of gut cysteine proteases − 
the main group of enzymes responsible for WCR protein digestion (Koiwa et al. 2000) – 
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were also higher in RR-WCR guts, suggesting a physiological adaptation to CystPIs via 
enhanced proteolysis, similar to examples in other herbivorous species (Gruden et al. 
2004; Moon et al. 2004; Curzi et al. 2012). However, because the expression of WCR 
protease genes in the two phenotypes could not fully explain differences in enzyme 
activity, contributions from microbial factors have been suggested (Curzi et al. 2012).  
Gut-associated bacteria can influence insect dietary preferences (Berenbaum 1988; 
Dillon and Dillon 2004) and are reciprocally regulated by immune genes and enzymes of 
the hosts (Verberkmoes et al. 2009; Clarke et al. 2010; Shao et al. 2012). Interestingly, 
microarray studies of RR- and WT-WCR adult heads have identified differentially 
expressed sequence tags (ESTs) showing sequence similarity with immune proteins 
(Knolhoff et al. 2010). Given the nature of the systemic and local insect immune response, 
their correlation with gut microbe colonization (Lemaitre and Hoffmann 2007), and the 
repercussions for gut microbiota on host biology (Dillon and Dillon 2004; Visotto et al. 
2009; Engela et al. 2012), the present work hypothesized that imposition of annual crop 
rotation selected for distinctive gut microbiota that contribute to the rapid adaptation of 
RR-WCR to crop rotation. 
Understanding the roles of gut microbiota in insect adaptation to ecological 
disturbances could unveil mechanisms facilitating insect evolution and overlooked 
consequences of human activities. The present study used field-collected populations to 
test whether host-microbiota interactions in the WCR digestive tract were selected by 
crop rotation. Gut-associated bacterial community structures (designated as microbiota 
structures) of WT- and RR-WCR were compared by incorporating relative abundance of 
bacterial operative taxonomic units (OTUs) using the automated ribosomal intergenic 
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spacer analysis (ARISA) (Fisher and Triplett 1999). The functions of WT- and RR-WCR 
gut microbiotas were also compared by measuring WCR tolerance of soybean herbivory 
and the gut cysteine protease activity of WT- and RR-WCR after antibiotic suppression 
of gut microbes. 
 
2.3. Materials and Methods 
2.3.1. Insect and plant materials  
 Insects were collected and bioassayed from July to August 2010-2012. Wild-type 
WCR adults were collected as individuals from cornfields in Concord, Nebraska; 
Higginsville, Missouri; and Boone, Iowa, while RR-WCRs were collected from Urbana, 
Illinois; Minonk, Illinois; and Shabbona, Illinois (Fig. 2 and Table 1). Sampling sites are 
separated by over 100 km from any other site so that confounding effects of local 
adaptation do not restrict the analyses. Populations were separated into different 
phenotypes based on the documented RR-WCR distribution (Gray et al. 2009). Four 
populations (all except Boone, Iowa and Shabbona, Illinois) have been phenotypically 
characterized in previous work (Curzi et al. 2012). Collection of all field populations was 
completed within a week to reduce insect phenology effects. To minimize laboratory 
effects on gut physiology and microbiota composition, WCR were maintained on corn 
ears from their field of collection; WCR were used in experiments soon after collection. 
Correlation of gut microbiota structures with the RR phenotype was first tested across all 
populations. Thereafter, because of limited insect availability, phenotypically 
representative populations of WT and RR-WCR were used to conduct subsequent 
bioassays and antibiotic treatments. 
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Soybean plants (Glycine max ‘Williams 82’) were grown in a greenhouse under 
light intensities of 1,200 to 1,500 µmol m-2 s-1 at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign for 28 d. For dietary treatments, corn ears (Zea mays ‘Sugar Buns’) grown in 
an experimental plot at the University of Illinois were washed and confirmed to be free of 
transgenes using test strips (QuickStix, Envirologix Inc.). Ears used for each experiment 
were obtained and prepared from the same batch of hand-harvested corn. 
 
2.3.2. WCR beetle mobility test  
 To assess whether the WCR populations sampled from RR problem areas (Fig. 2) 
exhibit greater mobility than WT populations (a typical trait of RR-WCR) (Knolhoff et al. 
2006), WCR from four populations (all except Boone, Iowa and Minonk, Illinois) with 
more individuals sampled were tested for their mobility. Mobility measurements of each 
WCR population were conducted using previously described methods (Knolhoff et al. 
2006) with slight modification. WCR females from four populations (all except the 
Boone, Iowa and Minonk, Illinois populations, which were available in limited insect 
numbers) were standardized on the same corn diets for 48 h. Individual beetles were then 
placed into the bottom of a 17-cm diameter x 45-cm tall cylinder with a 10-cm tall 
conical screen top (the arena) and measured for the time it spent to escape from the top. 
Beetles that took more than 120 s to escape were removed from the arena and censored in 
the following analyses. Analyses were conducted using the log-rank test (LIFETEST 
procedure, Tukey-Kramer adjusted) in SAS. 
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2.3.3. Constructing and sequencing 16S rDNA libraries of WCR gut microbiotas. 
 Gut DNA from Urbana, Illinois (UIL) and Higginsville, Missouri (HMO) WCR 
beetles feeding on soybean diet (Williams 82) for 48 h were separately used as templates 
(100 ng) for PCR using bacterial universal primers (Table 2). WCR under different 
treatments (population x diet combination) were anesthetized with chloroform and 
surface-sterilized in 70% (vol/vol) alcohol for 30 s. Individuals were then washed with 
sterile 0.1% (vol/vol) Triton-X-100 for 5 min and rinsed twice in distilled water to 
remove possible surface contaminants. Insect digestive tracts were excised in sterile 
Ringer’s solution (0.75 g NaCl, 0.35 g KCl, 0.28 g CaCl2 in 1 L of distilled water) 
(Lundgren et al. 2007) and extracted for their DNA with the FastDNA SPIN kit for soil 
(MP Biomedicals, LLC) following the supplier’s instructions. For each population 
(sample), total gut DNA was extracted from a pool of 20 WCR guts (ten per sex). PCR-
amplified products including bacterial 16S rDNA were cloned into the pGEM-T Easy 
vector (Promega Inc.). Inserts were sequenced using primers 27f and 1525r (Lane 1991). 
Sequenced data were screened for chimeras using Mallard 1.02 (Ashelford et al. 2006). 
The data were aligned (SILVA reference alignment) and binned with the Mothur 
software (Schloss et al. 2009) at 98% threshold of sequence similarity. Taxa (OTUs) that 
appeared only once in one of the two populations were considered noise and filtered 
(only two taxa were considered noise). Clones were then screened until the collector’s 
curves were saturated. The proportion of each taxon in each WCR population was 
calculated. The top BLAST-hit for each OTU was reported to the genus level. Sequences 
have been deposited in GenBank under accession numbers KC865711- KC865726. 
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2.3.4. Comparison of WCR gut microbiota structures under different dietary 
treatments  
 Field-collected WCR populations were kept separately on soybean foliage, corn 
or a starvation treatment for 48 h and aseptically dissected to collect their complete 
digestive tracts using methods described in the previous section. Bacterial community 
profiles incorporating relative abundance of bacterial operating taxonomic units (OTUs) 
were analyzed and compared across populations and treatments. 
For DNA sampling, twenty WCR guts (ten per sex) were pooled as one biological 
replicate and subjected to DNA extraction using the FastDNA SPIN kit for soil (MP 
Biomedicals, LLC.). Three to four samples were collected for each population x diet 
combination. In microbial community analyses using ARISA, sixty-nine gut DNA 
samples (from a total of 1,380 WCR adults) were used as templates for amplification 
using primers ITSF and ITSReub (Cardinale et al. 2004), with the former 5’-labeled with 
the fluorescent dye 6-carboxyfluorescein (Table 2). Polymerase chain reactions (PCR) 
were conducted with 100 ng of template DNA. Conditions for PCR were set at 94°C for 2 
min, followed by 30 cycles of 94°C for 45 s, 55°C for 45 s, 72°C for 1 min, and a final 
extension at 72°C for 10 min. Amplified products were analyzed using capillary 
electrophoresis in an ABI 3730xl genetic analyzer (Applied Biosystems Inc.). Abundance 
measures of each operative taxonomic unit (OTU; nucleotide fragment of unique length 
produced in the PCR reaction) represented by peak areas were identified using the 
Genemapper software (Applied Biosystems, Inc.). All OTUs below 200 bp and over 1 kb 
were excluded from the analysis to assure the accuracy of fragment size calling. Noise 
filtering and OTU binning procedures were completed within the T-REX software 
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(Culman et al. 2009). A blank reaction without template DNA was analyzed and the 
largest noise signal (peak height) was used to help set a filtering threshold. The OTU 
binning was conducted with a clustering threshold of 1.2 bp. All OTUs with single 
occurrence among biological replicates were also excluded at this step to reduce the 
influences of outliers. Hellinger-transformed data (Legendre and Gallagher 2001) were 
used to calculate Bray-Curtis dissimilarity measures representing the relationships across 
microbiota diversities using the “vegan” package in R (R Development Core Team 2008; 
Oksanen et al. 2011). 
 
2.3.5. Multivariate statistical methods and environmental data  
 Using Bray-Curtis dissimilarity measures calculated from analyzed ARISA 
profiles, multivariate statistical analyses were conducted to determine data structures and 
associations of WCR microbiota with their phenotype, population, and diets. Non-metric 
multidimensional scaling (nMDS) was used to visualize the microbiota data and to 
explore factors explaining relationships between observations. An nMDS solution with a 
Kruskal's Stress (formula I) value of 0.16 was obtained and plotted in three-dimensional 
space using PRIMER6 (PRIMER-E Ltd.) and SPSS (IBM SPSS Inc.). Two permutational 
multivariate analysis of variance tests (PERMANOVA; using PERMANOVA+, 
PRIMER-E Ltd.) (Anderson 2001) were conducted to examine factor significances in 
affecting WCR gut microbiota structure. A two-way (phenotype x diet) or three-way 
model (additional random factor “population” nested in the “phenotype”) was applied 
(Type III sums of squares, permutations of residuals under a reduced model, 9,999 
permutations) with Monte Carlo permutation testing. Comparison of multivariate 
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dispersion between phenotypes was analyzed by permutational analysis of multivariate 
dispersions (PERMDISP) (Anderson 2006) using 9,999 permutations. To uncover 
relationships among WCR microbiota structures at the population level, a Bray-Curtis 
dissimilarity matrix calculated from ARISA profiles of WCR fed on soybean diet was 
analyzed with single-factor (population) pairwise PERMANOVA and Holm-Bonferroni 
correction (Holm 1979). In addition, the dissimilarity matrix was used for hierarchical 
cluster analysis (Ward’s method) (Ward 1963) in SAS (SAS Institute Inc.). An additional 
analysis using the group average method was also conducted and confirmed to produce 
the same clustering results.  
To estimate the cropping diversity of each WCR sampling site, county-scale 
landscape heterogeneity values (percentage of land area that is neither corn nor soybean, 
obtained from online databases) were calculated for each site (Table 1). 
 
2.3.6. WCR survival test  
 Tests of field-collected WCR survival on soybean plants were conducted as 
previously described (Curzi et al. 2012) with slight changes. Before the tests, thirty to 
thirty-five female WCR from different treatments were starved for 36 h (with water) to 
facilitate soybean herbivory. Soybean plants were pre-treated (sprayed) with 250 µM of 
methyl-jasmonate four days prior to the test as described in a previous study for induction 
of soybean CystPIs (Zavala et al. 2008). Survival tests were conducted in 30 cm diam. 
pots containing four 28-day-old soybean plants. Prior to insect introduction, the soil 
surface of each pot was covered with aluminum foil and the pot was enclosed within a 
clean mesh bag to prevent insect escape. All experiments were conducted in growth 
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chambers set at 24°C, 70% to 90% relative humidity and 14:10 light:dark photoperiod. 
Dead insects were removed and counted daily. Survival data were analyzed using the 
Kaplan-Meier method (Lee 1992). Survival distribution curves of all treatments groups 
(phenotype x antibiotic dosage) on soybean were compared using the log-rank test in 
SAS (LIFETEST procedure, Tukey-Kramer adjusted). For antibiotic treatment tests 
described below, survival tests were repeated three times to confirm reproducibility. 
 
2.3.7. Determination of gut cysteine protease activities in WCR  
 Before gut sampling, WCR were either standardized on identical corn diets for 48 
h (for comparisons across populations) or subjected to antibiotic treatments (described 
below). Independent triplicates of gut samples pooled from multiple insects of equal sex 
ratios (ten for antibiotic treatment tests and six for comparison across populations) were 
extracted for their gut proteases. For protease extraction, gut samples were homogenized 
in 30 mM of Tri-K citrate (pH 6.0, 2.5 µL/mg gut tissue) using micropestles and 
incubated on ice for 30 min. After 15 min of centrifugation at 12,000 g, supernatants (1 
µL) from each sample were added to 79 µL of reaction buffer (0.1 M NaH2PO4, 0.3 M 
KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, and 3 mM dithiothreitol at pH 6.0) containing 1 µM of cathepsin B 
inhibitor CA-074, [L-3-trans-(Propylcarbamoyl)oxirane-2-carbonyl]-L-isoleucyl-L-
proline (Murata et al. 1991) and incubated for 10 min at 37°C. Inhibition of cathepsin B 
proteases (inhibitor-inducible proteases) was conducted to allow accurate measurements 
of constitutive cysteine protease activities (Curzi et al. 2012). Then, proteolysis reactions 
were started by adding the substrate L-pyroglutamyl-L-phenylalanyl-L-leucine-p-
nitroanilide (p-Glu-Phe-Leu-pNA) to a final concentration of 76 µM (total reaction 
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volume = 100 µL). During the reaction, p-nitroaniline (pNA) released by substrate 
hydrolysis was measured with a spectrophotometer (ELx808, Bio-Tek Inc.) at 405 nm. 
The Bradford method (Bio-Rad Laboratories Inc.) was then used to determine protein 
concentrations of all protease samples. Protease activity measurements were then 
calculated into units of nmol pNA released per mg protein per min and compared across 
treatments using one-way ANOVA.  
 
2.3.8. Antibiotic treatment of WCR adults  
 To suppress gut microbes, antibiotic cocktails of erythromycin, gentamicin, 
kanamycin and tetracycline were added to sterile water and flash-autoclaved commercial 
diets (BioServ, F9766B) to achieve low (50 mg/L) or high (400 mg/L) concentrations and 
fed to the insects. In control groups, antibiotic solutions were replaced with sterile water. 
Before treatments, WCR were starved for 12 h to promote diet ingestion. Each treatment 
was replicated in three containers and continued for 5 d. To confirm treatment 
effectiveness, guts from three treated insects were pooled and pulverized in 100 µL of 
sterile water. After 104-fold dilution, these suspensions were dropped on nutrient agar and 
grown for 48 h at 30°C. To rule out detrimental effects (to the WCR) caused by 
antibiotics, survival of WT- (HMO) and RR-WCR (SIL) treated with 400 mg/L of 
antibiotics were also compared to those from control groups (water only) on corn diets 
for 6 d. All antibiotic-treated insects were then subject to survival and protease activity 
tests described above.  
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2.3.9. Extraction of RNA and quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain 
reaction (qRT-PCR)  
 Antibiotic-treated WCR samples described above were also used for total RNA 
extraction and expression analysis of a WCR cysteine protease gene, DvRS5. The 
protease gene (accession no.: AJ583508) (Bown et al. 2004) has been shown to be one of 
the most highly expressed cysteine protease genes in WCR guts when feeding on soybean 
foliage (Curzi et al. 2012). For this experiment, the elongation factor-1 alpha gene EF-1α 
was used as an internal control (Knolhoff et al. 2010; Curzi et al. 2012). Three biological 
replicates (n = 3) of gut samples (each pooled with guts from two males and three 
females) were collected for each treatment group (phenotype x antibiotic dosage). Total 
RNAs were extracted from collected WCR gut tissues using the E.Z.N.A Total RNA Kit I 
(including DNase treatments; Omega Bio-Tek Inc.). Extracted RNAs (250 ng) were 
reverse-transcribed into cDNA using the Superscript III First-Strand Synthesis System 
(Invitrogen Inc.) with oligo-dT primers. Ten-fold diluted cDNA products were used as 
templates for qRT-PCR analysis (SYBR green method) with an ABI Prism 7900 HT 
Sequence Detection System (Applied Biosystems Inc.) and the GoTaq qPCR Master Mix 
(Promega Inc.). For each biological replicate, two technical replicates were used. The 
PCR reactions using primer pairs DvRS5-rtF/R (for DvRS5), and EF-rtF/R (for EF-1α; 
Table 2) were set at 50 °C for 2 min, 95 °C for 10 min, 40 cycles of 95 °C for 15 s and 58 
°C for 1 min, following a dissociation stage. 
Prior to expression analysis, PCR efficiencies of each primer pair were 
determined, reaching 93.87% (DvRS5-rtF/R) and 91.94% (EF-rtF/R), both with R2 > 
0.998. Both primer pairs produced single amplicons under the PCR condition above.  
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Gene expression data were analyzed using the ΔΔCT method (Livak and 
Schmittgen 2001). Expression of DvRS5 was normalized against EF-1α within each 
biological replicate (ΔCT). Expression levels relative to that of WT-WCR receiving the 
control treatment (0 mg/L) were calculated for each treatment group (ΔΔCT). The relative 
expression levels were compared across treatment groups with a two-way ANOVA 
(phenotype x antibiotic dosage). Data were exponentially transformed to fold changes in 
transcript abundance for figure illustration. 
 
2.4. Results 
2.4.1. Mobility of WCR beetles from different WT- and RR-WCR populations  
 Each WCR population included some individuals exhibiting characteristics of 
WT- (longer escape time = lower mobility) and RR-WCR populations (shorter escape 
time = greater mobility; Fig. 3). At the population level, WCR beetles from Urbana, 
Illinois and Shabbona, Illinois exhibited greater mobility than those of the WT 
populations from Higginsville, Missouri and Concord, Nebraska (log-rank test, Tukey-
Kramer adjusted; P < 0.05). 
 
2.4.2. Gut microbiotas of field-collected WCR populations and their correlation with 
RR/WT phenotypes  
 Gut microbiotas are closely linked to insect dietary preferences and trophic 
interactions (Berenbaum 1988; Dillon and Dillon 2004). To study potential differences 
between gut microbiotas of WT- and RR-WCR, 16S rDNA clone libraries of gut bacteria 
of phenotypically representative WT- and RR-WCR [based on their mobility (Fig. 3) and 
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gut physiology (Curzi et al. 2012)] from Higginsville, Missouri (WT) and Urbana, Illinois 
(RR) were compared. In total, 154 and 142 clones were screened for the UIL and HMO 
population, respectively (Fig. 4). The test identified significant proportional changes 
among five conserved bacterial taxa from Enterobacteriales, Lactobacillales and 
Xanthomonadales (Chi-square test, between populations, P < 0.0001), which together 
represent 70% and 65% of the microbiotas in the WT and RR population, respectively 
(Fig. 5). In WT-WCR, Enterobacter sp., Lactococcus sp. and Enterococcus sp. together 
make up 66% of the microbiota, while in RR-WCR they only represent 37% of the 
microbiota. In contrast, Klebsiella sp. and Stenotrophomonas sp. only represent 4% of the 
gut bacteria in WT-WCR, whereas in RR-WCR, the two taxa account for 28% of the gut 
microbiota. In addition, each population carried unique taxa that are known to exist in the 
environment (Fig. 5). Substantial compositional/proportional differences between 
microbiotas of the two populations suggest changes at the community/structural level that 
may influence gut physiology.  
Given the prominent differences between bacterial community structures of the 
WT- and RR-WCR populations (Fig. 5), the present study tested whether gut microbiota 
structures are consistently different between the two phenotypes with multiple WCR 
populations using ARISA (Figs. 2 and 6). Collected beetles were experimentally kept 
under dietary conditions that they could encounter in the field (corn, soybean, or 
starvation) and sampled for their total gut DNA for ARISA. The ARISA profiles were 
compared within a Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix incorporating relative abundance of 
different OTUs (Fig. 6a). Results demonstrated that gut microbiota structures are 
different between the RR- and WT-WCR (P = 0.0001; Fig. 6a); the effect of dietary 
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treatment (P = 0.0001) and the phenotype-diet interaction were also significant [P = 
0.0147; two-way permutational multivariate analysis of variance (PERMANOVA) with 
Monte Carlo]. There was significantly greater heterogeneity in RR-WCR microbiota 
structures than in those of WT-WCR (permutational analysis of multivariate dispersions, 
PERMDISP, P = 0.0078). When adding “population” as a random factor nested within 
“phenotype” (three-way nested PERMANOVA), a considerable amount of microbiota 
structural variation was explained (P = 0.0001). These data indicate correlations of 
microbiota structures with the RR and WT phenotypes, and that there is a high level of 
heterogeneity in the gut bacterial communities at the WCR population level, especially in 
RR-WCR.  
To investigate correlations of microbiota structures and the RR phenotype at the 
population level, ARISA profiles of soybean-fed RR- and WT-WCR were extracted for 
further analysis (soybean was the diet of most interest). Pair-wise PERMANOVA tests 
showed significant differences in microbiota structures across nearly all populations fed 
on soybean (Holm- Bonferroni corrected P < 0.05; with Monte Carlo), with the exception 
of WT-WCR from Concord, Nebraska and Boone, Iowa. When analyzed with 
hierarchical cluster analysis using Ward’s method (Ward 1963), the samples were divided 
into three, rather than two large clusters (Fig. 6b). Cluster I (C-I) is composed of three 
WT populations, whereas Clusters III and II (C-III and II) are composed of one and two 
RR populations, respectively. Calculating the geographic distance between Piper City, 
Illinois − the historical origin and “epicenter” of the RR variant (Levine and Oloumi-
Sadeghi 1996) − and each of the collection sites (Table 1) revealed a clustering of 
microbiota structures that followed the order of each location’s relative distance from the 
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epicenter (Fig. 6b). Crop diversity in the areas where WCR were collected decreased 
toward the epicenter (Fig. 6b; Table 1). Moreover, the clustering results correlated with 
the mobility (measured as time spent to escape a cylindrical arena) of populations from 
each cluster, with the highest in C-III, followed by C-II, with the lowest mobility in C-I 
(Fig. 3). Also, there was greater microbial community heterogeneity among 
geographically clustered RR populations than among relatively dispersed WT populations 
(Fig. 2), suggesting that the patterns are not artifacts of environmental gradients. 
 
2.4.3. Correlation of WCR gut microbiota structures with WCR survival on soybean 
and their gut cysteine protease activity  
 To test whether the observed gradient in microbiota community dissimilarity 
corresponded with WCR tolerance of soybean defense, WCR survival (on soybean; 
Kaplan-Meier survival curves) and gut cysteine protease activities were compared across 
three representative WCR populations (from each cluster in Fig. 6b). The results showed 
that RR-WCR from Clusters II and III have significantly greater survival on soybean and 
higher gut cysteine protease activity than WT-WCR from Cluster I (P < 0.05; Fig. 7), a 
pattern concordant with a previous study (Curzi et al. 2012). Both phenotypic 
measurements of each population followed the same order as microbiota structure 
dissimilarity clustering among soybean-fed WCR (Figs. 6b and 7), and overall population 
mobility (Fig. 3).  
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2.4.4. Contribution of RR and WT-WCR gut microbiotas to WCR survival on 
soybean and their gut cysteine protease activity  
 Using phenotypically well-characterized RR- and WT-WCR populations from 
Shabbona, Illinois and Higginsville, Missouri, the survival curves of RR- and WT-WCR 
adults feeding on soybean foliage following different antibiotic dosages (cocktails of 
erythromycin, gentamicin, kanamycin and tetracycline at 0, 50 or 400 mg/L, which 
effectively suppressed the growth of bacteria from WT and RR-WCR guts) were 
compared (Figs. 8a and b). After control (0 mg/L) and 50 mg/L antibiotic treatments, the 
RR-WCR had greater survival on soybeans than WT-WCR (P < 0.05). After 400 mg/L 
treatments however, there were no significant differences between survivorship of the 
two phenotypes. Compared to control groups, significant decreases in survivorship (P < 
0.05) following high-dosage treatments occurred only in RR-WCR and not in WT-WCR 
(Fig. 8b). In contrast, survival of RR- and WT-WCR on corn diets after the same time 
period was unaffected by antibiotic treatments compared to control groups (Fig. 8c).  
 Since high activity levels of cysteine proteases in RR-WCR guts were previously 
demonstrated to explain their prolonged survival on soybean (Curzi et al. 2012), the 
activity levels in the two WCR phenotypes following antibiotic treatments (described 
above) were measured. Treatment with 400 mg/L of antibiotics significantly lowered the 
protease activity of RR-WCR to the level of WT-WCR (Fig. 9). In the WT-WCR, 
protease activities were unaffected by antibiotic treatment (Fig. 9). 
To test whether reduced protease activity in RR-WCR after the 400 mg/L 
antibiotic treatments was related to antibiotic effects on WCR protease gene expression, 
the expression of cysteine protease gene DvRS5 (Bown et al. 2004)—the most highly 
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expressed protease gene in WCR when feeding on soybean foliage (Curzi et al. 2012)—
was measured in RR- and WT-WCR treated with 400 mg/L antibiotics or water (control 
groups; Fig. 10). Antibiotic treatments had virtually no effect on DvRS5 expression in 
both WCR phenotypes (F = 0.076, df = 1, P = 0.79), supporting that gut bacteria are the 
main cause of the phenotypic differences between RR-WCR that received different 
antibiotic treatments (Fig. 10). 
 
2.5. Discussion 
Human-mediated landscape changes are inducing insect adaptation to ecological 
disturbances at an unprecedented scale and pace (Carroll and Loye 2012). Findings from 
this study indicated that within a few decades crop rotation has selected for a distinctly 
altered microbiota in RR-WCR, which may provide digestive advantages endowing RR-
WCR with enhanced tolerance of soybean defenses. Although it is unclear whether 
tolerance of soybean defense enabled the RR-WCR to reduce their fidelity to corn or was 
a subsequent adaptation following relaxation of host fidelity, improved RR-WCR 
performance in a non-host environment led to greater reproductive success in rotated corn 
and soybean ecosystems. These changes present a mechanism facilitating WCR 
adaptation to cultural control that could lead to further ecological divergence if human-
driven selection continues.  
The gut bacterial community structures of RR-WCR populations were different 
from those of WT-WCR populations (Fig. 6a). The scale of dissimilarities between the 
microbiota structures of soybean-fed WCR paralleled their distances from the historical 
epicenter of rotation resistance, their mobility (Fig. 3) and capability to tolerate soybean 
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diets, and the landscape heterogeneity of the area where they were collected (Figs. 6b and 
7). Mobility assays showed proportional differences in adult mobility among and within 
RR-WCR populations (Fig. 3). In addition, previous studies indicated that movement into 
soybean fields and subsequent soybean herbivory, although rare, occurs in WT-WCR 
populations. It is the proportion of beetles exhibiting these behaviors that have greatly 
increased in RR-WCR populations (Levine et al. 2002). Also, a role for landscape 
heterogeneity in the selection of higher tolerance of soybean diets in RR-WCR has been 
proposed (Curzi et al. 2012). The results here therefore suggest that the proportion of RR-
WCR harboring distinctive gut microbiota within populations is distributed in a gradient 
reflecting the penetration of RR phenotypes into various parts of the Corn Belt. Gut 
microbiotas are known to regulate or contribute to insect digestive enzyme activities 
(Visotto et al. 2009; Engela et al. 2012). Findings from this work indicated that the RR-
WCR microbiota could contribute to the proteolysis and survival of the WCR on 
soybeans (Figs. 8 and 9). These results, together with the RR-WCR’s digestive adaptation 
to soybean CystPIs (Curzi et al. 2012) suggest that the functionally distinctive RR-WCR 
gut microbiota may act as an adaptive trait that persists among WCR in rotated corn and 
soybean agro-ecosystems.  
Our study of gut bacterial clone libraries revealed substantial differences between 
conserved/unique bacterial taxa in WT- and RR-WCR guts (Fig. 5). Various bacterial 
species could produce intra/extracellular proteases (Chapot-Chartier et al. 1993; Rao et al. 
1998; Lukomski et al. 1999; Hotson and Mudgett 2004), regulate host gene expression 
(Hooper and Gordon 2001; Dalmasso et al. 2011), or influence biochemical properties of 
their surrounding environments (such as Enterococcus species in termites) (Tholen et al. 
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1997). Moreover, species like Lactococcus sp. are known to regulate the growth of other 
gut bacteria (Fooks and Gibson 2002; Perez et al. 2010), which suggests correlations 
between their relative abundance and the gut bacterial community structure. These 
interactions involve complex mechanisms that are difficult to dissect based on the 
identity of individual taxa that are mostly environmental bacteria. The RR phenomenon 
itself is also intrinsically obscured since genetic diagnostic markers differentiating RR 
individuals from WT are lacking (Miller et al. 2006). Moreover, modeling studies showed 
that the spread of the RR phenotype could be explained by the expansion of an adaptive 
allele across populations rather than displacement of WT-WCR by a “RR strain” (Onstad 
et al. 2001), indicating that heterogeneity in allele frequency of the gene(s) responsible 
can exist in any RR-WCR population. Given these challenges, the present work 
considered the host (WCR), gut bacterial microbiota, and environment as entities and 
studied their interconnections. By comparing quantitative measurements representing 
these components at the population level, this study obtained results suggesting that the 
microbiotas are not merely passive players influenced by the host, but functional 
components of an insect mechanism to confront dietary stress. This adaptation could 
affect other aspects of insect biology, such as distorting the outcomes of a pest’s reduced 
fidelity to optimal diets. Recognizing host-microbiota interactions as potent ecological 
factors facilitating insect resistance evolution may provide avenues for pest resistance 
management and developing pest control strategies. 
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CHAPTER 3: DIFFERENTIAL EFFECTS OF RNAI TREATMENTS ON FIELD 
POPULATIONS OF THE WESTERN CORN ROOTWORM2 
 
3.1. Abstract 
RNA interference (RNAi) mediated crop protection against insect pests is a 
technology that is greatly anticipated by the academic and industrial pest control 
communities. Prior to commercialization, factors influencing the potential for evolution 
of insect resistance to RNAi should be evaluated. While mutations in genes encoding the 
RNAi machinery or the sequences targeted for interference may serve as a prominent 
mechanism of resistance evolution, differential effects of RNAi on target pests may also 
facilitate such evolution. However, to date, little is known about how variation in field 
insect populations could influence the effectiveness of RNAi treatments. To approach this 
question, the effects of RNAi treatments on adults of three western corn rootworm (WCR; 
Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte) populations exhibiting different levels of gut 
cysteine protease activity, tolerance of soybean herbivory, and immune gene expression 
were evaluated; two populations were collected from crop rotation-resistant (RR) 
problem areas and one from a location where RR was not observed (wild-type; WT). 
Results showed that RNAi targeting DvRS5 (a highly expressed cysteine protease gene) 
reduced gut cysteine protease activity in all three WCR populations. However, the 
proportion of the cysteine protease activity that was inhibited varied across populations. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2 This chapter appeared in Pesticide Biochemistry and Physiology. C.C. Chu, W. Sun, J.L. Spencer, B.R. 
Pittendrigh, M.J. Seufferheld, Differential effects of RNAi treatments on field populations of the western 
corn rootworm, Pestic. Biochem. Physiol., 110 (2014) 1-6. This article is included with the permission of 
the publisher and is available at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pestbp.2014.02.003 
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When WCR adults were treated with double-stranded RNA of an immune gene att1, 
different changes in survival among WT and RR populations on soybean diets occurred. 
Notably, for both genes, the sequences targeted for RNAi were the same across all 
populations examined. These findings indicate that the effectiveness of RNAi treatments 
could vary among field populations depending on their physiological and genetic 
backgrounds and that the consistency of an RNAi trait’s effectiveness on phenotypically 
different populations should be considered or tested prior to wide deployment. Also, 
genes that are potentially subjected to differential selection in the field should be avoided 
for RNAi-based pest control. 
 
3.2. Introduction 
The RNA interference (RNAi) process induced by small interfering RNA (siRNA) 
in eukaryotic cells is a mechanism in which exogenous double-stranded (ds) RNA 
molecules lead to post-transcriptional gene silencing (Bosher and Labouesse 2000). 
Previous studies have shown that inoculation of dsRNA into insects through immersion, 
injection or ingestion could effectively reduce transcript levels and the function of 
targeted genes (Baum et al. 2007; Price and Gatehouse 2008; Alves et al. 2010; Huvenne 
and Smagghe 2010; Bolognesi et al. 2012; Rangasamy and Siegfried 2012). Moreover, 
expression of dsRNA of insect genes in transgenic corn (Zea mays) has been shown to 
effectively reduce root damage caused by western corn rootworm larvae (Diabrotica 
virgifera virgifera LeConte), demonstrating the potential for RNAi-based pest 
management strategies (Baum et al. 2007). Although related techniques or products have 
not made it to the market yet, increasingly, studies suggest that RNAi may be one of the 
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most promising techniques since the insecticidal Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) toxin traits in 
transgenic crops (Environmental Protection Agency 2003; Gordon and Waterhouse 2007; 
Price and Gatehouse 2008; Huvenne and Smagghe 2010). The anticipation has been 
further heightened by recent reports of field WCR populations developing resistance to 
one of the most widely deployed Bt toxin traits (Cry3Bb1) (Gassmann et al. 2011; 
Gassmann 2012). Like the Bt-technology, resistance management of RNAi-based 
technologies will be an issue of great concern. While mutations in proteins involved in 
RNAi machinery or gene regions targeted for interference are potential starting points for 
field resistance evolution (Tabara et al. 1999; Gitlin et al. 2002; Zheng et al. 2005; 
Galiana-Arnoux et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2006; Zambon et al. 2006), variation in the 
effectiveness of gene knockdowns among natural insect populations that are 
phenotypically heterogeneous could be an important factor facilitating resistance 
evolution. However, because RNAi experiments are often conducted using laboratory 
colonies, it is unclear whether effects of RNAi treatments will be consistent across field 
populations exhibiting different physiological characteristics. In this study, well-
characterized WCR populations exhibiting rotation-resistant (RR) and wild-type (WT) 
phenotypes were used to address a question associated with the issue of the potential for 
evolution of resistance to RNAi: Is there variability among populations in the impact of 
RNAi? This is a critical question because selection, and ultimately the evolution of 
resistance to RNAi could act upon the existing variability in a population (or populations). 
The WCR is a major corn pest. The subterranean larvae feed on corn roots and 
adults feed on corn foliage, pollen, silks, and developing kernels (Levine and Oloumi-
Sadeghi 1991). WCR larvae are nutritionally dependent on corn roots; close larval 
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proximity to corn roots was historically assured via expression of a strong female egg-
laying fidelity to cornfields. The adult and larval dependence on corn made the WCR an 
ideal candidate for control via the strategy of annual crop rotation with a non-host plant 
like soybean (Glycine max) (Levine et al. 2002). Crop rotation disrupts the WCR 
lifecycle because larvae emerging in a rotated soybean field will not find their host plant 
and soon die of starvation (Levine et al. 2002; Gray et al. 2009). However, near-universal 
adoption of this annual crop rotation selected for a WCR variant with reduced egg-laying 
fidelity to cornfields, resulting in eggs laid in the rotated crop. In landscapes where corn 
and soybean are grown almost exclusively in an annual crop rotation, variant “rotation-
resistant” (RR) females lay eggs in fields where corn will most assuredly be grown the 
following year. This behavioral adaption evolved within two decades (Levine et al. 2002). 
Although genetically diagnostic markers differentiating RR-WCR individuals from WT-
WCR are lacking (Miller et al. 2006; Miller et al. 2007), studies have shown that RR-
WCR populations exhibit greater tolerance of soybean defense (i.e. protease inhibitors) 
and different levels of gut cysteine protease activity than WT-WCR populations (Curzi et 
al. 2012). In addition, results in Chapter 2 (Chu et al. 2013) showed that gut bacterial 
microbiota composition and function are different between WT and RR populations; the 
microbiota of the RR-WCR adult guts contribute to their improved gut proteolysis and 
prolonged survival on soybean (Chu et al. 2013). These findings, together with previous 
identification of genes correlated with these phenotypes (Knolhoff et al. 2010; Curzi et al. 
2012), provided an insect system with differentiating characteristics across field 
populations. These facts make it a unique case for testing the null hypothesis that all field 
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populations of an insect pest will respond similarly to every possible RNAi trait, and 
exploring the extent that these responses may differ. 
In the present study, two genes that are differentially expressed in RR- and WT-
WCR populations—a cysteine protease (cathepsin L) gene DvRS5 and an immune gene 
att1—were targeted for silencing by RNAi. RNAi-treated WCR adults were measured for 
phenotypic changes and compared across populations (Fig. 11). Previous characterization 
of these populations (Chu et al. 2013) helped to interpret phenotypic changes resulting 
from RNAi treatments. The present work provides insights into the influence of insect 
population variation in the effectiveness of RNAi-based pest control strategies in the field. 
 
3.3. Materials and Methods 
3.3.1. Insect and plant materials  
 Adult WCR from three previously characterized (Chu et al. 2013) populations 
were sampled during summer 2012. Two WCR populations were collected from 
Shabbona, Illinois (41°50'36”N, 88°50'58”W) and Urbana, Illinois (40°09’14”N, 
88°08’40”W), both of which are within the range where RR-WCRs have been reported 
(Gray et al. 2009). Another population was collected from Higginsville, Missouri 
(39°07’09”N, 93°49’42”W), where resistance to crop rotation has not been reported. 
Resistance status of each population was also determined based on phenotypic 
characteristics of each population shown in previous studies (Curzi et al. 2012; Chu et al. 
2013). To reduce variation from insect phenology, all populations were sampled within 
the same week. Sampled insects were maintained on corn ears and water in the laboratory. 
Soybean plants (Glycine max ‘Williams 82’) were grown in a greenhouse under light 
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intensities of 1,200 to 1,500 µmol m-2 s-1 at the Illinois Natural History Survey until they 
were four-weeks old.  
 
3.3.2. RNAi treatments on WCR adults  
 Two genes (DvRS5 and att1) were targeted for RNAi. The cysteine protease 
(cathepsin L) gene DvRS5 has been characterized in a previous study (Bown et al. 2004), 
and is differentially expressed in the guts of WT- and RR-WCR populations (Curzi et al. 
2012). Sequencing a DvRS5 region targeted for the following RNAi treatment found that 
all sampled populations share the same sequence (GenBank accession no.: KJ396941). 
The immune gene att1 was previously detected as a differentially expressed expression 
sequence tag (EST; GenBank accession no.: EW771833) in WT- and RR-WCR heads 
(Knolhoff et al. 2010). Targeting this EST, 5’ Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends 
(RACE) was conducted to obtain the complete transcript sequence of this gene. This 
procedure was completed using the FirstChoice RLM-RACE kit (Ambion, Inc.) along 
with transcript-specific primers (att1-outR, att1-innR, and attR; Table 3), and cDNA 
obtained from the Higginsville, Missouri WCR population. The sequence (GenBank 
accession no.: KC527836) of att1 harbors a conserved attacin C-terminal region 
(pfam03769; score: 52.37, E-value: 9.62e-10). Sequencing att1 from all sampled 
populations obtained the same sequences.  
Because att1 expression in the guts of the sampled WCR populations has not been 
characterized, the gene’s transcript levels were compared across gut RNA samples 
collected from these populations. WCR adults from Urbana, Illinois, Shabbona, Illinois 
and Higginsville, Missouri were experimentally maintained on standardized corn ear diets 
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(Zea mays ‘Sugar Buns’) for more than 48 h. Four gut RNA samples were then collected 
for each population. Gut sampling, RNA extraction, reverse transcription and qRT-PCR 
were conducted as described in the following sections. Expression analysis on att1 
(methods described below) showed that it is differentially expressed in the digestive 
tracts of WT- (Higginsville, Missouri) and RR-WCR (Shabbona, Illinois and Urbana, 
Illinois) populations (one-way analysis of variance, P < 0.05; Fig. 12).  
Depending on the gene targeted, sequence-specific primers were designed with a 
T7 promoter at the 5’ end (Table 4). The amplified dsDNA were used as templates for 
dsRNA synthesis with the MEGAscript T7 kit (Ambion, Inc.; kindly assisted by Dr. 
Weilin Sun). WCR adults received RNAi treatments through oral ingestion of dsRNA-
liposome solutions (lipofectamine 2000; Invitrogen, Inc.). Fragment lengths of DvRS5 
and att1 dsRNAs were approximately 0.67 kb and 0.55 kb, respectively. Prior to 
treatments, all beetles were starved for 8 h without water to standardize their gut contents 
and to facilitate dsRNA ingestion. RNAi treatments were modified from those of 
previous studies (Rangasamy and Siegfried 2012). Double-stranded RNA solutions of 
targeted genes (400 ng/µL) mixed with liposomes (0.5 µL per µg dsRNA; Invitrogen, Inc.) 
were fed to WCR adults in commercial diets (BioServ, Inc., F9766B; flash autoclaved, 
then saturated with the dsRNA solution) and moisture sources in 0.2 mL plastic tubes for 
48 h. As a control, dsRNA-liposome solutions prepared using a commercial Drosophila 
melanogaster gene template (CG1133, opa, Open Biosystems, Inc.) were fed to the 
beetles (control groups); this gene is involved in the parasegmental subdivision of 
embryos and adult head development (Benedyk et al. 1994; Lee et al. 2007). After 
supplying the diets, observations were made to assure that every beetle had at least 
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ingested the diet once. dsRNA-liposome solutions were replaced every 12 h with fresh 
preparations. 
 
3.3.3. Sampling of total gut RNA from RNAi-treated WCR  
 After the RNAi or corn diet treatments described above, WCR adults were 
anesthetized with chloroform and their complete digestive tracts were excised. Four to 
five biological replicates, each comprised of a pool of guts from five individuals 
(male:female ratios of approximately 1:4), were sampled. Guts of each biological 
replicate were pooled in an eppendorf microcentrifuge tube containing 50 µL of RNA-
later solution (Ambion, Inc.). Total gut RNA samples were extracted using the E.Z.N.A 
Total RNA Kit I (Omega Bio-Tek, Inc.) including on-column DNase digestions. Reverse 
transcription was conducted with 250 ng of RNA and the oligo-dT primer using the 
Superscript III First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen, Inc.). The cDNA products were 
diluted (ten fold) and used for the equalization step and qRT-PCR analysis (SYBR green 
method) described below. 
 
3.3.4. Quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR)  
 Gene expression analyses were conducted using an ABI Prism 7900 HT Sequence 
Detection System (Applied Biosystems, Inc.). For each primer pair, PCR efficiencies 
were determined, reaching 92.2% (att1-rtF/R), 93.9% (DvRS5-rtF/R) and 91.9% (EF-
rtF/R) (all with R2 > 0.998) and produced single amplicons in standard curve assays. The 
qRT-PCR conditions were set as follows: 50 °C for 2 min, 95 °C for 10 min, 40 cycles of 
95 °C for 15 sec and 58 °C for 1 min, following a dissociation stage. For the RNAi 
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treatment samples, an equalization step was conducted prior to gene expression 
measurements. This was accomplished using primers specific to the internal reference 
gene, elongation factor gene EF-1α (EF-rtF/R; same qRT-PCR conditions as above; 
Table 4) (Knolhoff et al. 2010; Curzi et al. 2012; Chu et al. 2013). Concentrations of each 
cDNA sample were adjusted accordingly to reduce experimental variation. In all gene 
expression assays, EF-1α was also used as the internal reference gene. Two technical 
replicates were used for each biological replicate. Expression data of RNAi treatment 
samples were analyzed with the ΔΔCT method (Livak and Schmittgen 2001) and 
compared between treatment and control groups using Student’s t-tests (one-tailed) 
depending on the distribution of the data. For corn treatment samples, expression profiles 
were compared with one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA). All data were transformed 
to fold changes of transcript abundance for figure illustration. 
 
3.3.5. Constitutive gut cysteine protease activity measurements in RNAi-treated 
WCR  
 Previous studies have demonstrated that constitutive gut cysteine proteases are the 
main group of enzymes responsible for WCR gut proteolysis (Koiwa et al. 2000). Within 
the characterized constitutive cysteine protease genes, the cathepsin L gene DvRS5 was 
expressed the most (Curzi et al. 2012). Insects from the DvRS5-treatment groups and the 
control groups were collected for gut protease samples. Four to five samples were 
collected for each population x dsRNA treatment. Each sample consisted of six guts 
(male:female ratios of approximately 1:5). Collected samples were homogenized in 30 
mM Tri-K citrate buffer (pH 6.0; 5 µL per mg gut tissue) using micro-pestles and kept on 
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ice for 30 min. Samples were then centrifuged at 12,000 g for 15 min. Enzyme extracts (2 
µL) from each sample were added to 78 µL of reaction buffer (0.3 M KCl, 0.1 M 
NaH2PO4, 0.1 mM EDTA, 3 mM dithiothreitol; pH 6.0). Each reaction also included 1 
µM of the cathepsin B inhibitor CA-074, [L-3-trans-(Propylcarbamoyl)oxirane-2-
carbonyl]-L-isoleucyl-L-proline (Murata et al. 1991), which inhibits the inducible 
proteases cathepsin B, and increases the accuracy of measuring constitutive cysteine 
protease activities. After 10 min of incubation with CA-074 at 37°C, proteolysis was 
started by adding the substrate L-pyroglutamyl-L-phenylalanyl-L-leucine-p-nitroanilide 
(p-Glu-Phe-Leu-pNA) to 76 µM (total volume = 100 µL). Release of p-nitroaniline (pNA) 
by substrate cleavage was monitored with a spectrophotometer at 405 nm (ELx808, Bio-
Tek, Inc.). Protease activity was measured as units of pmol pNA released per mg gut 
tissue per min and compared between treatments using Student’s t-tests (one-tailed). 
Within each population, the proportion of protease activity retained after DvRS5-
treatments was calculated by dividing the average activity value of the treatment group by 
that of the control group.  
 
3.3.6. Survival tests of RNAi-treated WCR on soybean plants  
 Host-microbe associations are known to affect insect tolerance of stress and their 
interactions with other trophic levels (Dillon and Dillon 2004; Dong et al. 2009; Oliver et 
al. 2010). Results from Chapter 2 indicated that gut microbiota of RR-WCR populations 
contribute to the latter’s prolonged survival on soybeans plants (Chu et al. 2013). Also, 
the similarity of gut microbiota composition across different WT- and RR-WCR 
populations corresponded with the expression level of an immune gene transcript (att1) in 
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their guts (higher expression levels in the WT-WCR population and lower in RR-WCR 
populations; Fig. 12) (Chu et al. 2013); WCR from Higginsville, Missouri and Urbana, 
Illinois differed the most in their expression levels of att1 and gut microbiota composition, 
while those of WCR from Shabbona, Illinois were intermediate. Thus, the survival of att1 
dsRNA-treated WCR on soybean plant was compared with that of the control groups. 
After RNAi treatments, twenty insects pooled from containers within each treatment 
group were used to conduct survival tests on soybeans. For survival tests, 30-cm pots 
containing two soybean plants were enclosed in mesh bags above the soil surface to 
enable accurate recording of insect mortality. Survival tests were conducted for 4 d. 
Insect mortality was recorded daily. Insect survival data were analyzed with the Kaplan-
Meier method (Lee 1992), which estimates time-related events. A survival distribution 
curve for each treatment was constructed and compared using the log-rank test 
(LIFETEST procedure) in SAS (SAS Institute, Inc.). 
 
3.4. Results 
3.4.1. Effect of RNAi treatments on DvRS5 and att1 transcript abundance 
 Measuring transcript abundance of DvRS5 and att1 using qRT-PCR revealed a 
general reduction of targeted gene transcripts (Fig. 13). A significant decrease in 
transcript abundance was detected in Shabbona, Illinois (SIL) WCRs (P < 0.0001; Fig. 
13b) treated with DvRS5 dsRNA. Removing an abnormal observation from DvRS5-
RNAi-treated Urbana, Illinois WCRs (which had over 5-fold higher transcript abundance 
than average control group samples, and over 26-fold higher transcript abundance than 
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the remaining DvRS5-RNAi-treated samples) improved the consistency of the effects of 
DvRS5-RNAi treatments (Fig. 14). 
 
3.4.2. Effects of DvRS5-RNAi treatments on constitutive gut cysteine protease 
activity of WCR.  
 Comparing constitutive gut cysteine protease activities of WCR beetles receiving 
different treatments (DvRS5 vs. control) revealed significantly lower enzyme activity in 
DvRS5-treatment groups in all three populations (P < 0.05; Figs. 15a-c). However, when 
the proportions of protease activity retained after the DvRS5-RNAi treatments were 
compared, RR-WCR populations (Shabbona, Illinois and Urbana, Illinois) still had an 
average of 42.4 - 54.9% activity retained, while the WT-WCR population (Higginsville, 
Missouri) only retained 25.4% of the activity in the control group (Fig. 15d). 
 
3.4.3. Effects of att1-RNAi treatments on WCR survival on soybean  
 RNAi treatments targeting the immune gene transcript att1 caused different 
effects between RR- and WT-WCR populations tested; RR-WCR populations treated 
with att1 dsRNA tended to survive slightly longer on soybean than those receiving the 
control treatments, while in the WT-WCR population (Higginsville, Missouri) the 
survival was lowered (Fig. 16). While all populations that received the control treatment 
exhibited similar survival on soybeans (P > 0.05), treatments with dsRNA targeting att1 
resulted in significantly different survival between RR- and WT-WCR (P < 0.05; Fig. 16). 
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3.5. Discussion 
As a highly anticipated pest control strategy, RNAi is predicted to be an effective, 
species-specific technique for insect pest control (Price and Gatehouse 2008; Huvenne 
and Smagghe 2010). With the expectations for RNAi-based pest control rising, it is 
important to understand factors that could be involved in the potential for evolution of 
resistance to such a strategy. Results from this study showed that field WCR populations 
exhibiting distinctive phenotypes respond in different ways to the same RNAi-treatments. 
Given the fact that all of these populations may eventually be exposed to commercial 
RNAi traits, these findings suggest that genetic and physiological variation among field 
populations could potentially influence the effectiveness of future RNAi applications. 
After RNAi treatments, a trend of decrease in transcript abundance of the targeted 
genes (DvRS5 and att1) was observed (Fig. 13). While att1 dsRNA-treated insects 
exhibited similar trends in transcript reduction (compared to control groups), DvRS5-
RNAi treatments produced a more variable effect on DvRS5 transcript abundance across 
populations. Within them, only WCRs from Shabbona, Illinois had significantly 
decreased DvRS5 transcript abundance after RNAi treatment (P < 0.0001; Fig. 13). 
Although removing an outlier from DvRS5-RNAi-treated Urbana, Illinois WCRs 
increased the consistency of the effects (Fig. 14), the possibility that natural variation 
may influence the effect of DvRS5-RNAi treatments at the transcript level could not be 
ruled out. As opposed to the laboratory-reared WCR colonies used in many studies, field 
populations are phenotypically more heterogeneous (Curzi et al. 2012). Gut physiology 
may affect the processing of dsRNA-containing diets. Moreover, environmental factors 
of different locations could also affect WCR biology. Since potential factors involved in 
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these differences are extremely complex, the present work focused directly on the 
phenotypic consequences of each RNAi treatment on different WCR populations. 
DvRS5-RNAi treatments resulted in a significant decrease in gut cysteine protease 
activities across all WCR populations (Figs. 15a-c). However, the proportions of protease 
activity retained differed substantially among populations (Fig. 15d). WCR from Urbana, 
Illinois (RR problem area) had the highest proportion of retained protease activity, 
followed by WCRs from Shabbona, Illinois (RR problem area) and then WT-WCR from 
Higginsville, Missouri. Previous research indicated that gut bacterial microbiota 
contributes to gut cysteine protease activities in RR-WCR, but not in WT-WCR (Chu et 
al. 2013). Because the variability among DvRS5-RNAi effects on transcript abundance 
(Figs. 13a-c) cannot explain the substantial differences in the proportions of protease 
activity retained across populations (54.9% to 25.4%), and given the fact that greater 
proportion of protease activities were retained in WCRs from Urbana and Shabbona, 
Illinois, the results suggest that gut microbiota or other genes may contribute to the 
greater protease activity retained in RR-WCR populations. Bacteria could produce 
proteases (Rao et al. 1998), affect biochemical properties of their surrounding 
environments (Fooks et al. 1999; Crotti et al. 2010), or regulate host gene expression 
(Hooper et al. 2001; Comelli et al. 2008), all of which may influence the activity of 
digestive enzymes. The findings from this work therefore suggest that physiological 
variation related to target pest trophic interactions might affect the outcome of RNAi 
treatments, a hypothesis with practical relevance for the application of RNAi to pest 
management. 
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Immune systems are crucial for the establishment of host-microbe interactions in 
the insect gut (Basset et al. 2000; Dillon and Dillon 2004). Because WCR gut microbiotas 
were shown to affect the WCR’s survival on soybeans (Chu et al. 2013), RNAi 
treatments targeting immune genes may alter the function of gut systems and their 
tolerance of dietary stress. Interestingly, att1-RNAi treatments slightly improved the 
survival of RR-WCR populations on soybean, while in WT-WCR the survival was 
lowered (Fig. 16). While all populations that received the control treatment exhibited 
similar survival, RR-WCR populations treated with att1 dsRNA had significantly greater 
survival than WT-WCR receiving the same treatment. Expression analysis showed that 
att1 is expressed higher in digestive tracts of the Higginsville, Missouri WCR population 
(Fig. 12) than in those of the other populations examined. Although it is unclear whether 
all field RR- and WT-WCR would respond differently to this treatment, the findings 
suggest that att1-RNAi treatment targeting different WCR populations (with different 
immune backgrounds) may lead to differential disturbances in the immune system and 
gut physiology that subsequently affect their tolerance of dietary stress. Since the targeted 
sequence of att1 was the same in all populations tested, the different responses to att1-
RNAi could be caused by differential expression of att1 and its interactions with the 
genetics or gut bacterial community in the WCR populations. These results and those 
from the DvRS5 RNAi tests—in which the targeted DvRS5 regions were also identical 
across populations—thus indicate that qualitatively and quantitatively different responses 
to RNAi may occur without differences at the sequence level of a targeted transcript. 
Such findings also imply that variability in WCR populations’ physiology, trophic 
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interactions, or functionally related genes/transcripts may be capable of influencing the 
effectiveness of RNAi in the field. 
Compared to previous works with RR- and WT-WCR populations (Curzi et al. 
2012; Chu et al. 2013), phenotypic characteristics observed in the present study were 
consistent but slightly different. For example, all populations survived for shorter periods 
on soybeans compared to a previous study (Curzi et al. 2012). These differences may be 
due to the possible toxicity of commercial liposomes (Spagnou et al. 2004). In addition, 
the biochemical properties of liposome solutions may alter gut microbial colonization and 
their functions, which may also influence WCR physiology. Nevertheless, as all of the 
solutions and treatments used in this work were consistent across populations tested, the 
variability in RNAi effects on different field populations was evident. 
Recognizing the differential responses of distinct insect populations to pest 
control methods is critical as we begin to address the issue of insect resistant management 
(IRM) approaches for new pest control strategies. The findings from this study 
demonstrated that distinct populations of WCR—a pest target for future RNAi-based 
management—respond differently to the same RNAi treatments even without differences 
in the targeted gene regions. Although the expression/function of the genes tested in this 
study could be subjected to selection by crop rotation, and are not necessarily those that 
would eventually be applied in the fields, the results suggest the importance of 
considering or testing the consistency of an RNAi trait’s effect on phenotypically 
different populations prior to wide deployment. Also, genes that are potentially subjected 
to differential selection should be avoided for such application. Understanding the 
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biological variation of field insects and selection forces to which they are subjected in 
nature will be important for selecting suitable genes for RNAi-based pest control. 
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CHAPTER 4: DIFFERENTIAL GENE EXPRESSION IN ADULT ROTATION-
RESISTANT AND WILD-TYPE WESTERN CORN ROOTWORM DIGESTIVE 
TRACTS 
 
4.1. Abstract 
Annual crop rotation between corn (Zea mays) and soybean (Glycine max) 
disrupts the corn-dependent western corn rootworm (WCR; Diabrotica virgifera virgifera 
LeConte) lifecycle and was widely adopted to manage this insect pest. However, this 
strategy selected for a rotation-resistant (RR) variant with reduced ovipositional fidelity 
to cornfields. Previous studies indicated that RR-WCR adults exhibit greater tolerance of 
soybean diets, different gut physiology, and host-microbe interactions compared to wild-
type (WT) WCR. To identify genetic mechanisms underlying these phenotypic changes, a 
de novo assembly of the WCR adult gut transcriptome was constructed and used for 
RNA-sequencing analyses on RNA libraries from different WCR phenotypes fed with 
corn or soybean diets. Global gene expression profiles of WT- and RR-WCR were 
similar when feeding on corn diets, but different when feeding on soybean. Using 
network-based methods and gene ontology enrichment analyses, gene modules 
transcriptionally correlated with the RR phenotype were identified. The functions of these 
modules were related to metabolic processes, immune responses, biological adhesion, and 
other functions/processes that appear to correlate to documented traits in RR-WCR 
populations. These results suggest that gut transcriptomic divergence correlated with brief 
soybean feeding may exist between RR and WT-WCR adults. 
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4.2. Introduction 
The western corn rootworm (WCR, Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte; 
Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae) is an important corn pest that has been controlled by annual 
corn-soybean rotation (Zea mays and Glycine max) (Gray et al. 2009). The selection 
pressures imposed by wide adoption of crop rotation in specific regions of the Midwest 
resulted in the appearance of a rotation-resistant (RR) variant exhibiting lower 
ovipositional fidelity to cornfields (Levine et al. 2002).  
Previous studies have documented behavioral characteristics differentiating RR-
WCR populations from their WT counterparts. Populations from RR problem fields 
respond differently to corn phenology than WT populations (Pierce and Gray 2006) and 
tend to exhibit greater mobility (Knolhoff et al. 2006), both of which may contribute to 
their lower ovipositional fidelity to cornfields. Modeling experiments suggested that the 
spread of the RR phenotype could be explained by the spread of an adaptive allele 
(Onstad et al. 2001). However, to date, diagnostic genetic markers capable of 
differentiating RR individuals from wild-types (WT) or directly linking to their 
behavioral changes are still lacking (Miller et al. 2006; Miller et al. 2007). This restriction 
also makes comparative characterization of RR- and WT-WCR phenotypes/genetics at 
the population level the main tactic to study this variant in the field.  
Other than behavioral differences, studies comparing multiple WCR populations 
across the Midwest showed that WCR adults collected from rotation-resistant problem 
areas exhibit greater tolerance of brief soybean herbivory and elevated levels of gut 
cysteine protease activity (Curzi et al. 2012), indicating adaptations to protease inhibitors 
expressed in soybeans. Moreover, in Chapter 2, differences in tolerance of soybean and 
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gut physiology were shown to be influenced by the gut microbiota of RR-WCR 
populations (Chu et al. 2013). Differential gene expression analyses of WCR guts may 
allow identification of genetic mechanisms correlated with documented RR-WCR traits 
and phenotypes. However, most studies of adult WCR guts to date have focused on 
specific sets of genes (Scharf et al. 2001; Curzi et al. 2012) and it is possible that the 
expression of other genes could also be involved in the complex phenotypic changes in 
RR-WCR.  
It is generally recognized that physiology, behavior and host-microbe interactions 
of insects are interconnected and genetically regulated, and are vital for determining their 
fitness in surrounding environments (Simpson and Raubenheimer 1993; Dillon and 
Dillon 2004; Lee and Park 2004; Schmid-Hempel 2005). Here, we evaluate the 
hypothesis that crop rotation has led to transcriptomic divergence in RR-WCR. A de novo 
assembly of the WCR adult gut transcriptome was constructed and used for RNA-
sequencing (RNA-seq) analyses on RNA libraries from different WCR phenotypes fed 
with corn or soybean diets. In addition, differential gene expression analyses, network-
based methods of gene modules with similar expression patterns (Weighted Gene Co-
Expression Network Analysis), and gene ontology (GO) enrichment analysis were used 
to characterize gene modules transcriptionally correlated with the RR phenotype. 
Together, these analyses present an examination of potential genetic changes occurring in 
a crop pest exposed to environmental disturbances. 
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4.3. Materials and Methods 
4.3.1. Insect and plant materials.  
 Adults of six WCR populations were sampled from different cornfields during 
late July to August 2010. Most of these field populations have been phenotypically 
characterized in previous studies (Curzi et al. 2012; Chu et al. 2013). Details of the 
collection sites are shown in Table 5. Sampled beetles were kept on a diet of corn silks 
and immature corn ears (Zea mays ‘Sugar Buns’) in the laboratory. Both sexes were used 
for the experiments. The sex ratios for all populations collected were similar (60–70% 
females). Individuals from a non-diapausing USDA-reared WCR colony were also 
obtained during 2009 and were used for construction of a reference transcriptome 
(described below). Soybean plants (Glycine max ‘Williams 82’) used in this study were 
grown in a University of Illinois greenhouse under light intensities of 1,200 to 1,500 
µmol m-2 s-1 for 4-weeks, corn plants (Z. mays ‘Sugar Buns’) were grown in an 
experimental plot on the University of Illinois campus in Urbana-Champaign. 
 
4.3.2. Dietary treatments and WCR gut RNA extraction  
 Dietary treatments were administered to the sampled WCR as described by Curzi 
et al. (2012). WCR adults from each field population were caged on soybean plants for 8 
or 36 h, or offered a corn diet (silks and kernels of immature ears). All insects were kept 
in a growth chamber set at 24°C, 70–90% relative humidity and on a 14:10 (L:D) 
photoperiod. Prior to soybean dietary treatments, insects were starved for 48 h (with 
water access) to promote soybean feeding. Two independent replicates of complete adult 
intestinal tract (i.e. ‘gut’) samples were collected for each “population x diet” treatment; 
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each biological replicate consisted of the pooled gut samples from five beetles. Gut 
samples were removed using fine forceps, soaked in 50 uL of RNAlater (Ambion, Inc.) 
and stored (within the solution) at -80°C until use. Total RNA was extracted from these 
samples using the E.Z.N.A. Total RNA Kit I (Omega Bio-Tek; including DNase 
treatments).  
 
4.3.3. Sequencing and assembly of the WCR adult gut transcriptome  
 Prior to the start of this work, no complete WCR genome was available. Therefore, 
a de novo assembly of the WCR adult gut transcriptome was constructed as a reference 
for further RNA-seq analysis. Seven WCR populations, including six field-collected 
populations and a lab-reared non-diapausing WCR colony (Table 5) were subjected to the 
three dietary treatments (noted above) and extracted for their RNA. Two biological 
replicates from each treatment were used to construct the WCR adult gut transcriptome. 
A total of 42 RNA samples (7 populations x 3 dietary treatments x 2 biological replicates) 
were pooled at equal mass (to 21 µg) and used for reference transcriptome assembly. 
Samples from multiple field and laboratory WCR populations exhibiting different 
phenotypes were included to maximize the identified genes expressed in adult WCR guts. 
RNA quality was examined using the Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer (Agilent Technologies 
Inc.). Samples were submitted for library construction and 454 sequencing at the W.M. 
Keck Center for Comparative and Functional Genomics, Roy J. Carver Biotechnology 
Center, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (hereafter “the W. M. Keck Center”). 
Messenger RNA was isolated from 21ug of total RNA using the Oligotex kit (Qiagen, 
Inc.). The mRNA-enriched fraction was converted to a normalized cDNA library with 
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adaptors compatible with the 454 sequencing system as previously described (Lambert et 
al. 2010). The constructed library was quantified using a Qubit fluorometer (Invitrogen, 
Inc.). The average fragment sizes were also determined by analyzing 1 µL of the library 
with a DNA 7500 chip and a Bioanalyzer (Agilent, Inc.). The library was then diluted to 
1x106 molecules per µL. Emulsion-based clonal amplification (emPCR) and sequencing 
(on a full plate) on the 454 Genome Sequencer FLX+ system was conducted following 
the manufacturer’s instructions (454 Life Sciences, Inc.). The bundled 454 Data Analysis 
Software v2.6 was used for signal processing and base calling. The 454 sequencing 
produced 1.22 million reads, with a throughput of 406 mb and an average read length of 
~333 bp. These sequencing data were used for transcriptome assembly using the Newbler 
assembler (Roche Inc.). In addition, paired-end Illumina reads obtained from the RNA-
seq analysis (described below) were incorporated to error-correct the initial 454 assembly 
(for homopolymers) using iCORN (Otto et al. 2010).  
 
4.3.4. Transcriptome annotation  
 The annotation of the transcriptome was conducted using BLASTx (Altschul et al. 
1997; Cameron et al. 2004) with UniRef90, the Drosophila melanogaster and Tribolium 
castaneum genomes, and the Arthropoda subset of the non-redundant (nr) protein 
database (BLASTx threshold E = 10-5). Based on the search results, isogroups (i.e., 
groups of contigs that correspond to a single gene) were then resolved to single best 
representative coding isotigs/contigs (i.e., mRNA) using custom Perl scripts; each 
isotig/contig has a single, longest best scoring hit to the databases (Fig. 17). Sequences 
that do not have a hit were mapped (via BLASTn) to an annotated WCR larval gut 
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transcriptome (provided by Dr. B. Siegfried, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE). 
Mapped sequences were assumed to be non-coding WCR RNA.  
 
4.3.5. Illumina RNA-sequencing of WCR gut transcriptomes  
 Six previously characterized WCR populations (Table 5) were chosen for the 
RNA-seq analysis. All RNA samples from these populations were collected during 
summer 2010. Populations were grouped into three phenotypic groups based on the 
documented range of RR-WCR (Gray et al. 2009) and previous phenotypic 
characterizations on these populations (Curzi et al. 2012; Chu et al. 2013). The 
Higginsville, Missouri and Concord, Nebraska populations were grouped as “WT” 
populations, whereas the Urbana, Minonk and Shabbona populations from Illinois were 
classified as “RR” populations. An additional wild-type population from Ames, Iowa 
(designated as “IA”) that exhibited a slightly elevated tolerance of soybean diet (yet 
lower than RR populations) in a previous study (Curzi et al. 2012) was sequenced 
separately. For each dietary treatment, RNA samples from populations within each 
phenotypic group were pooled (at equal mass; resulting a “Illumina sequencing sample”). 
For example, one RNA sample from Higginsville WCR that were fed on a corn diet was 
pooled with another from Concord WCR, resulting an independent “WT x corn diet” 
sample. Two biological replicates of such sequencing samples from nine “phenotype x 
diet” treatments (eighteen in total) were included in this study. After quality assessment 
using the Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer, the samples were Illumina sequenced at the W. M. 
Keck Center. 
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RNA-seq libraries were prepared with Illumina's TruSeq RNA Sample Prep kit. 
Both single and paired-end sequencing were used in this study. For single-end reads, the 
libraries were quantitated by qPCR, and sequenced on two lanes for 101 cycles on an 
Illumina HiSeq2000 (Illumina, Inc.) using V3 SBS sequencing chemistry. For paired-end 
reads, the same libraries were sequenced on one lane for 101 cycles from each end. 
FASTQ files were generated and demultiplexed using Casava 1.8.2 (Illumina, Inc). The 
single-end sequencing produced 16.8 to 22.2 million reads (100 bp reads) per library, 
while the paired-end sequencing produced 16.6 to 23 million paired-reads (forward and 
reverse reads) per library. Data obtained from paired-end sequencing were used to correct 
for homopolymers in the reference transcriptome (described above).  
 
4.3.6. Illumina sequencing data analyses  
 Reads were mapped using the assembled and annotated non-redundant WCR gut 
transcriptome using Bowtie 2.0.2 (Langmead and Salzberg 2012). The output SAM 
(Sequence Alignment/Map) file was parsed to find unique alignments, and then converted 
to BAM format (binary version of SAM) and sorted using SAMtools 0.1.18 (Li et al. 
2009). Only uniquely mapping reads were counted, and only tags without ambiguous 
nucleotides were kept for differential transcription analysis.  
Data analysis was conducted on the combined single-end and R1 (forward) of the 
paired-end reads using R 2.15.2 (R Development Core Team 2008) and packages noted 
below. After quality assessment, 1,123 isotigs with unusually consistent expression 
patterns (potential artifacts of the alignment/count process) were removed from the 
following analysis. Additionally, 590 isotigs were removed prior to analyses because they 
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did not have at least one sample with > 1 count per million (cpm) mapped reads or > 64 
total reads overall. 16,380 isotigs passed the filtering thresholds and were subject to 
further analyses. To assess differential expression, a 3x3 factorial design was used: three 
phenotypic groups (“RR”, “WT”, and “IA”) and three dietary treatments [corn (0) or 8 or 
36 h on soybean]. A 3x3 ANOVA model was fit for the dataset using edgeR 3.0.8 
(Robinson and Oshlack 2010), which uses negative-binomial error models. The total 
numbers of mapped reads per sample and a TMM normalization factor (Robinson and 
Oshlack 2010) that adjusts for any expression differences of highly-expressed genes were 
used when comparing read counts. For the overall 3x3 ANOVA F-test, raw P-values for 
each gene were adjusted using the False Discovery Rate method (Storey and Tibshirani 
2003). The significance threshold was set at FDR P-value < 0.2. A principle components 
analysis (affycoretools 1.30.0) was conducted on voom-transformed values (limma 3.14.4) 
(Smyth 2004) of the differentially expressed isotigs/contigs to examine the overall 
correlations between gene expression profiles and their phenotype/dietary treatments. 
 
4.3.7. Weighted gene correlation network analysis  
 Analysis strategies used in a previous study (Drnevich et al. 2012) were adopted 
to examine gene expression patterns in the RNA-seq dataset. Isotigs/contigs that passed 
the significance threshold (FDR P-value < 0.2) in the overall ANOVA test were used to 
conduct a weighted gene correlation network analysis (WGCNA package; 1.34) (Zhang 
and Horvath 2005; Langfelder and Horvath 2008). The method allows grouping of 
isotigs/contigs into gene modules, such that all isotigs/contigs within the same module 
will have more similar expression patterns. The analysis (using the “blockwiseModules” 
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function) begins by calculating Pearson correlation values between all possible pairs of 
genes. The following analysis was “unsigned” in that isotigs with strong positive/negative 
correlations were grouped in the same module. The correlation values were then 
transformed into an adjacency matrix using a power function, β (here the value was 9). 
This matrix was then used to calculate a topological overlap matrix (Zhao et al. 2010). 
After the values were subtracted from 1, the resulting distance matrix was then subjected 
to a hierarchical clustering analysis. Modules (including at least 20 isotigs) were then 
determined based on the clustering and merging of the isotigs (deepSplit = 2; 
mergeCutHeight = 0.2). 
For each “phenotype x diet” treatment group, the first principal component of 
expression values of isotigs in each module was calculated, representing an eigengene 
value; these values were considered good indicators of the expression trends of genes 
within each module. The eigengene values were then subjected to an additional 3x3 
ANOVA in order to identify modules that are responsive to the factors (P < 0.1 
threshold). Simple main effect tests were then conducted for modules with significant 
“phenotype x diet interaction”. These statistical analyses were conducted using SPSS 
(IBM, Inc.) 
 
4.3.8. GO enrichment analysis  
 Based on the ANOVA results (using eigengene values), modules whose 
expression is correlated with the RR phenotype in at least one dietary treatment were 
subjected to GO enrichment analysis using the GOrilla software (accessed May 19th, 
2014) (Eden et al. 2007; Eden et al. 2009). For these analyses, all isotigs/contigs that have 
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orthologs in the Drosophila genome and passed the 1 cpm threshold were identified. 
Together, their Drosophila orthologs (best FlyBase hits) were included to form a 
“background set”, while those of isotigs/contigs within each module were used to form a 
separate “target set”. The significance threshold was set at 0.001 (default setting). The 
results of these analyses were then summarized using REViGO (cutoff value C = 0.5) 
(Supek et al. 2011), which removes semantically redundant GO terms. For each module 
tested, enriched GO terms under the “biological process” and “molecular function” 
domain that had the top three lowest P-values (among the summarized data) were 
recorded. 
 
4.3.9. Assessment of applied methods and analyses  
 Although the sequencing technologies and analytic methods applied in this study 
have been used routinely in various studies, (Bonizzoni et al. 2011; Drnevich et al. 2012; 
Xue et al. 2013; Flagel et al. 2014), an assessment of data obtained in this work was made. 
The expression profile of a WCR cysteine protease gene DvRS5 (accession No.: 
KJ396941) was used as an indicator. The gene was found differentially expressed in WT- 
and RR-WCR adult guts in a previous survey of multiple field populations (Curzi et al. 
2012); it was expressed at higher levels in RR populations than in wild-types. A search in 
the transcriptomic data revealed that DvRS5 is one of the differentially expressed isotigs 
in the present study, which was grouped into a gene module transcriptionally responsive 
to the RR phenotype (Module F; via WGCNA; described later). DvRS5 expression levels 
across WCR phenotypes determined by RNA-seq and the eigenegene value of the gene 
module including it were congruent; both of which also exhibit trends similar to that of 
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the previous work on independent populations (i.e., expressed higher in RR-WCR) (Curzi 
et al. 2012). Thus, the methods and analyses used in this work are considered relatively 
reliable. 
 
4.3.10. Data access  
 The sequencing data and other information have been deposited in the Gene 
Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (accession number: GSE62480). 
 
4.4. Results 
4.4.1. Differential gene expression analysis and gene expression profiles of RR- and 
WT-WCR guts  
 A differential gene expression analysis (two-way ANOVA) conducted on the 
Illumina sequencing dataset identified 3,973 out of 16,380 isotigs/contigs that had a FDR 
P-value below 0.2. A principle component analysis including these isotigs/contigs 
showed that the gene expression profiles of adult guts from WT, IA and RR populations 
were relatively similar when fed on corn diets. However, the expression profiles of RR 
populations were different from those of WT and IA populations when the insects were 
fed on soybean foliage (Fig. 18). 
 
4.4.2. Weighted gene correlation network analysis (WGCNA)  
 A WGCNA analysis on 3,973 differentially expressed isotigs identified 19 
different modules. The size of the modules ranged from 1,078 to 23 isotigs. There were 
also 391 isotigs that didn’t match any of the other expression patterns well enough and 
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were not included in any module. Isotigs/contigs within each module share relatively 
similar expression patterns across the 18 RNA-seq samples.  
 
4.4.3. Identifying gene modules correlated with the RR phenotype  
 Given the expression patterns observed in Fig. 18, an attempt was made to 
identify modules whose expression was correlated with the RR phenotype in at least one 
dietary treatment (WT and IA vs. RR). A two-way ANOVA conducted on the eigengene 
values (first principle component scores) from each module identified 16 modules with 
an overall ANOVA P < 0.1. Seven of these modules were responsive to the “phenotype” 
factor and did not have a significant “phenotype x diet” interaction. Among them, there 
were three modules (Modules A, B, and C) whose WT and IA eigengene values were 
statistically similar within each module, yet both significantly different from those of RR 
phenotypes in the same module (post-hoc test; Fisher’s LSD; P < 0.1; Fig. 19). In one 
module (Module D), all three “phenotypes” had statistically different eigengene values 
(Fisher’s LSD; P < 0.1), yet IA and WT values were relatively more similar compared to 
the distinct RR eigengene values (Fig. 19). 
In the remaining modules with significant “phenotype x diet” interactions, simple 
main effect tests were conducted (Bonferroni corrected; P < 0.1). The results showed that 
in three modules (Modules E, F, and G), there was at least one dietary treatment where 
WT and IA eigengene values were statistically similar, yet both were significantly 
different from the RR eigenegene values (Fig. 19). In another module (Module H), all 
three phenotypes had statistically different eigengene values when on corn diets, yet the 
IA and WT values were relatively more similar (Fig. 19). Finally, in one specific module 
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(Module I), the expression trends under the 8 h soybean treatment were more similar 
between IA and WT (P = 0.98) than between IA and RR (P = 0.02), or WT and RR (P = 
0.12). The expression trends of these modules across samples are shown in Fig. 19. 
 
4.4.4. GO enrichment analysis  
 Based on the ANOVA results and expression patterns described above, nine 
selected modules were subjected to GO enrichment analyses (Modules A to I). Enriched 
GO terms under the “biological process” and “molecular function” domain for these 
modules were identified and summarized in Table 6. The complete list of these terms 
could be found in Tables A.1 and A.2 (Appendix). Three modules (Modules A, B, I) had 
enriched GO terms (with the top three lowest P-values) directly related with metabolic 
processes. For example, the largest Module A (including 1,078 isotigs) is enriched with 
GO terms related to organonitrogen compound metabolic processes and carbohydrate 
metabolic processes. Three modules are enriched with GO terms related with proteolytic 
activity or their inhibitors (Modules C, F, and I). These three modules were also 
separately enriched with different GO terms related with different processes including 
immune response (Module C), biological adhesion (Module F), carbohydrate metabolism 
(Module I), and more (Table 6). The other modules were overrepresented with GO terms 
related to growth, regulation of cytoskeleton organization (Module E), responses to drugs 
or anesthetics (Module H), anatomical structure morphogenesis (Module G), response to 
external stimulus (Module D) and other biological processes or functions. 
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4.5. Discussion 
Exploring global gene transcription profiles of insects may allow identification of 
mechanisms or genetic markers reflecting ecological niches or phenotypic divergence 
(Aguilar et al. 2010; Xu et al. 2013). This is also the case when studying transcriptomic 
divergence of RR-WCR adapted to altered agro-ecological environments. By comparing 
gene expression profiles and taking advantage of previous phenotypic characterizations 
of the tested populations (Curzi et al. 2012; Chu et al. 2013), the present work obtained 
results indicating that crop rotation has selected for substantial changes in RR-WCR’s gut 
transcriptome, which are responsive to soybean diets. Many of the differentially 
expressed gene modules have potential physiological or immune functions that 
correspond to RR-WCR characteristics documented in previous studies (Curzi et al. 2012; 
Chu et al. 2013), which could enhance their fitness in environments influenced by crop 
rotation. 
The global expression profiles of wild-type (“WT” and “IA” samples) and 
rotation-resistant (“RR” samples) WCR adult guts were similar when fed on corn, yet 
relatively different under soybean diets (Fig. 18). The pattern suggests that differential 
gene expression correlated with the RR phenotype is more pronounced when WCR feed 
on soybean tissues—an indication that the regulation of a substantial portion of the 
transcriptome is adapted to brief soybean herbivory. It is known that both WT- and RR-
WCR feed on soybean foliage in no-choice assays (Curzi et al. 2012); in this study, the 
expression profiles of WT and IA populations were both distinct from that of RR-WCR 
following 8 h of soybean diet (Fig. 18). However, this difference did not seem to decrease 
with increasing exposure time among WT and IA WCR fed on soybean (36 h); i.e., they 
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did not become more similar to profiles from RR-WCR fed on soybean for 8 h (nor 36 h). 
This suggests that the observed expression patterns might not merely be determined by 
the amount of soybean tissue ingested by different phenotypes, which may result from 
phenotype-specific feeding behaviors.  
GO enrichment analyses on modules correlated with the RR phenotype identified 
enriched terms related with various physiological processes (Fig. 19; Table 6). This 
suggests that regulation of various aspects of physiology could differ between phenotypes. 
Within the nine responsive modules, three (Module A, B, and I) were enriched with GO 
terms related to several metabolic processes and relevant functions (such as hydrolase, 
protease, and transporter activities). Since previous findings have shown that gut protease 
activity and tolerance of soybean diets differ between phenotypes (Curzi et al. 2012), it is 
possible that metabolic pathways directly or subsequently correlated with the RR-WCR’s 
gut physiology could be transcriptionally adapted to optimize their overall performance 
under suboptimal dietary conditions. These physiological changes may also influence the 
regulation of WCR growth, morphology, or egg development in females—a possible 
explanation for the overrepresented terms identified in modules E and G, such as “growth” 
or “anatomical structure morphogenesis” (Table 6). In addition, carbohydrate and energy 
reserve metabolism have been found to be correlated with insect behavioral patterns 
(Warburg and Yuval 1997). Nutritional homeostasis in insect hemolymph has also been 
suggested to correlate with locomotor activity and behaviors (Simpson and 
Raubenheimer 1993; Lee and Park 2004). Thus, it is possible that transcriptional 
regulation of these modules may also be correlated with altered RR-WCR behavior (e.g., 
elevated mobility). 
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In Module C, overrepresented GO terms related to immune responses and 
endopeptidase activities were identified under the “biological process” and “molecular 
function” domain, respectively (Table 6). In an earlier transcriptomic study on heads 
from different RR and WT-WCR populations, many of the differentially expressed genes 
shared sequence similarity with immune genes (Knolhoff et al. 2010). In addition, earlier 
work has indicated that signaling and regulation of invertebrate immune responses are 
mediated by various proteases (Soderhall and Cerenius 1998; Kanost et al. 2004; Roh et 
al. 2009). Together, the prior studies and results from the present work suggest that 
regulation of such immune pathways may differ between RR- and WT-WCR. Results 
from Chapter 2 found that the gut microbiota of RR-WCR populations were different 
from those of WT-WCR. The effect of antibiotic suppression of gut microbes on 
tolerance of soybean diet was also different between RR- and WT-WCR (Chu et al. 2013). 
Animal gut microbiota compositions could be regulated by their host’s immune system 
(and vice versa) (Maynard et al. 2012; Broderick et al. 2014). In order for RR-WCR to 
maintain different gut microbial communities, it is possible that their immune genes are 
regulated differently from those of WT-WCR. Thus there is a potential association 
between Module C’s regulation and the different gut microbiota community structures 
observed between populations of different phenotypes (Chu et al. 2013). In addition to 
host-microbiota interactions, the possibility that immune responses and immune protein 
expression also correlate with other aspects of RR-WCR’s biology cannot be ruled out. It 
has been shown that bumble bees (Bombus terrestris) injected with lipopolysaccharide 
exhibit reduced learning ability (Riddell and Mallon 2006), while immune challenged 
caterpillars (Grammia incorrupta) exhibit feeding behaviors different from those of 
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untreated insects (Mason et al. 2014). Differential expression of genes associated with 
immune/defense responses have also been found in Drosophila lines selected for different 
locomotor reactivity (Jordan et al. 2007). Therefore, altered immune systems may 
influence WCR’s behavior and mobility as well. 
Modules related with other biological processes and functions were also identified; 
Module F is overrepresented with GO terms related with biological adhesion, while 
Modules H and D are enriched with GO terms related with an organism‘s responses to 
drugs and external stimuli, such as temperature (Table 6). It has been suggested that 
biological and cell adhesion processes function in invertebrate immune responses (e.g. 
phagocytosis and encapsulation) (Foukas et al. 1998; Holmblad and Söderhäll 1999). 
Previous studies also showed that proteins related to such processes could contribute to 
the biology of intestinal stem cells and progenitor cells in insects (Maeda et al. 2008; 
Marthiens et al. 2010)—activities that could be influenced by interaction with the gut 
microbiota or exposure to stress (Buchon et al. 2009; Chatterjee and Ip 2009). Also, given 
the complexity of documented physiological, behavioral and immune-related changes in 
RR-WCR vs. WT-WCR, it is possible that these phenotypes may induce (or are even 
contributed by) WCR differential responses to external stimuli. Although the roles of 
these modules in RR-WCR’s adaptation to crop rotation deserve further investigations, 
these results still illuminate links between RR-WCR genetic regulation and their 
distinctive physiology.  
Characterization of genetic bases for rotation-resistance has been a formidable 
task due to the lack of reliable genetically-diagnostic markers and the complex behavioral, 
physiological, and morphological changes involved (Levine et al. 2002; Miller et al. 2006; 
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Pierce and Gray 2006; Miller et al. 2007; Curzi et al. 2012; Mikac et al. 2013). The 
present study identified global gene expression patterns and gene modules 
transcriptionally correlated with the RR phenotype. Whether these transcriptional 
changes directly contribute to the altered RR-WCR behavior or are pleiotropic effects or 
subsequent adaptations following the reduced ovipositional fidelity to corn is unclear. 
Nevertheless, the present work showed that various physiological aspects of RR-WCR 
could differ from their wild-type counterparts at the transcription level. These findings 
provide a more holistic view of how insect pests may adapt to agricultural activities and 
enable further characterization of mechanisms that led to such phenomena. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
Since its discovery, the rotation-resistant phenotype of the western corn rootworm 
has been a subject of great economical and biological interest. Previous attempts to 
identify genetic bases for RR-WCR behavioral resistance (to crop rotation) or develop 
genetically diagnostic markers for RR individuals have not been successful (Miller et al. 
2006; Miller et al. 2007; Knolhoff et al. 2010). Thus, exploring other biological 
differences between RR and WT populations may be productive. While reduced 
ovipositional fidelity to corn may explain how RR-WCR circumvent crop rotation, the 
physiological changes correlated to the RR phenotype could be important for optimizing 
WCR performance under a variety of altered environments (Curzi et al. 2012). The 
findings described in this dissertation indicate that various physiological aspects of RR-
WCR biology could indeed differ from their wild-type counterparts.  
In Chapter 2, gut microbiota structures and functions were found to differ between 
RR- and WT-WCR populations. The characteristics of these bacterial communities were 
correlated with the RR-WCR adaptation to brief soybean herbivory. Findings from 
antibiotic suppression experiments also suggested that host-microbe interactions could 
contribute to the RR-WCR tolerance of soybean diets. 
In Chapter 3, genes transcriptionally correlated with the RR phenotype were 
tested for their importance to both RR- and WT-WCR using RNA interference (RNAi) 
treatments. A cysteine protease gene DvRS5 and an immune gene att1 were targeted for 
RNAi in three WCR populations. The effects of gene knockdowns for both genes differed 
between RR- and WT-WCR populations, suggesting that the functional effects of the 
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targeted genes on WCR could vary depending on the physiological background of the 
phenotype (RR or WT) in which they were expressed. 
Finally in Chapter 4, RR- and WT-WCR populations were found to have different 
global gene expression profiles. The differentially expressed genes could be involved 
with metabolic processes, immune responses, growth and other processes/functions, and 
may contribute to the physiological changes observed between phenotypes (Curzi et al. 
2012). 
Overall, RR-WCR populations examined in this dissertation exhibit different gut 
physiology, host-microbe association, and gut transcriptomes compared to WT 
populations, all of which may contribute or correlate with the RR-WCR adaptation to 
brief herbivory or their altered behavior. From an application perspective, realizing that 
gut microbes could alter WCR physiology suggests avenues for pest resistance 
management and pest control methods. Genes transcriptionally correlated with the RR 
phenotype may also serve as candidate markers for detecting RR individuals. From a 
biological point of view, evidence that differential regulation/function of genes and host-
microbe associations exist between the two phenotypes suggests that there are other 
unrecognized physiological mechanisms used by RR-WCR to enhance their success in 
the field. These findings also suggest that an insect’s adaptation to pest control methods 
could involve complex changes encompassing both their behavior and physiology.  
Findings from this dissertation have implications for investigating and uncovering 
overlooked changes in RR-WCR associated with their adaptation to crop rotation. By 
targeting the traits or genes (gene modules) identified in this research, future surveys 
across a greater number of field WCR populations combining omics-based approaches 
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and gene knockdown technologies may further elucidate RR-WCR physiological or 
behavioral adaptations to crop rotation. Understanding these complex mechanisms could 
benefit the study of organismal adaptation and development of solutions to important 
agricultural problems.  
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FIGURES AND TABLES 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. The eggs (a), larva (b), pupa (c), and adult (d) of the western corn rootworm 
(Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte, WCR).  
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Fig. 2. Distribution of wild-type (WT) and rotation-resistant (RR) WCR populations used 
in the experiments in Chapter 2. The gray zone indicates the range where rotation-
resistant WCRs have been reported (Gray et al. 2009). Collection sites for WT (circles) 
and RR (triangles) population are illustrated with their corresponding symbols shown 
below. The star indicates Piper City (Ford County), Illinois, where the RR phenotype was 
first reported. 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of WCR beetle mobility in different WT- and RR-WCR populations 
using methods modified from those described by Knolhoff et al. (2006). The time 
required for each WCR standardized on the same corn diet to escape an arena (composed 
of a cylinder and a screen cone with an exit hole at the top) was measured. Percentages of 
insects escaping within specified time intervals are indicated by different shading. A total 
of 80, 124, 103 and 98 individuals were tested for the UIL (Urbana, Illinois), SIL 
(Shabbona, Illinois), CNE (Concord, Nebraska) and HMO (Higginsville, Missouri) 
populations, respectively. Mobility time data were analyzed using the log-rank test 
(Tukey-Kramer adjusted). Significant differences between measurements of each 
population were declared at P < 0.05 (letters on the right of each bar). 
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Fig. 4. Collector’s curves of 16S rDNA clone libraries constructed from wild-type (WT; 
HMO: Higginsville, Missouri) and rotation-resistant WCR (RR; UIL: Urbana, Illinois) 
gut microbiotas. 
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Fig. 5. 16S rDNA clone libraries constructed from wild-type (WT; HMO: Higginsville, 
Missouri) and rotation-resistant WCR (RR; UIL: Urbana, Illinois) gut microbiotas. A 
total of 154 and 142 clones were screened for the UIL and HMO population, respectively, 
until saturation of their collector’s curves (Fig. 4). The 100% stacked bar chart depicts 
proportional/compositional differences between microbiotas of WCRs from HMO and 
UIL. Blue fragments represent taxa that are more abundant in HMO; orange fragments 
represent taxa that are more abundant in UIL; green fragments represent taxa that only 
exist in HMO; gray fragments represent taxa that only exist in UIL. Top BLAST-hit for 
each taxon (binned at 98% sequence similarity) are listed to the genus level. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of gut microbiota structures of wild-type (WT) and rotation-resistant 
(RR) WCR on different diets and their correlation with the RR phenotype. (a) Non-metric 
multi-dimensional scaling ordination depicting associations between WCR gut 
microbiota structures and the RR phenotype. Corresponding phenotypes are indicated 
below. (b) Hierarchical cluster analysis (Ward’s method) based on gut microbiota profiles 
of soybean-fed WCR. Populations included are HMO: Higginsville, Missouri; CNE: 
Concord, Nebraska; BIA: Boone, Iowa; MIL: Minonk, Illinois; SIL: Shabbona, Illinois 
and UIL: Urbana, Illinois. Numbers associated with each population designate different 
biological replicates (1 to 4). Each cluster (CI to CIII) is labeled with its corresponding 
phenotype in light (WT) or darker (RR) boxes. The darkest box on C-III indicates the 
RR-WCR sample collected from the location closest to the reported epicenter (Piper City, 
Illinois) of the RR phenotype. Distances of each population from the epicenter and the 
county-scale landscape heterogeneity of each sampling site are separately averaged 
within clusters and labeled below. 
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Fig. 7. (a) Survival of WCR populations representative of each gut microbiota cluster (in 
Fig 6b; C-I to III) on soybean. Survival of WCR is illustrated by the proportional change 
in surviving insects over time. Significant differences (log-rank test) between survival 
curves are declared at P < 0.05 (letters next to curves). (b) Gut cysteine protease activity 
while on corn diets. Activity is expressed as nmole of p-nitroaniline (pNA) released per 
mg of gut protein per min. Different letters above bars indicate significant difference in 
activity levels (Fisher’s LSD; P < 0.05). CNE: Concord, Nebraska; SIL: Shabbona, 
Illinois; UIL: Urbana, Illinois. 
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Fig. 8. Effects of different antibiotic dosage treatments (0, 50 or 400 mg/L) on gut 
microbial growth and soybean tolerance in wild-type (WT) and rotation-resistant (RR) 
WCR. (a) Antibiotic treatments (dosage indicated on the left) suppressed growth of 
culturable bacteria in WT- and RR-WCR guts. Pulverized gut-tissue suspensions (104 
fold-diluted, 100 µL) were dropped on nutrient agar plates and cultured for 48 h at 30 °C. 
(b) Survival of WT- (Higginsville, Missouri population) and RR-WCR (Shabbona, 
Illinois population) treated with different antibiotic concentrations (mg/L) before feeding 
on soybean plants. Significant differences (log-rank test, Tukey-Kramer adjusted) 
between survival curves were declared at P < 0.05 (letters next to the legend). (c) The 
survival of WT- and RR-WCR on corn diets (CR) were unaffected by antibiotic 
treatments (400 mg/L dosage) compared to control groups (0 mg/L dosage, water only).  
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Fig. 9. Effects of antibiotic treatments on gut cysteine protease activities in wild-type 
(WT; Higginsville, Missouri population) and rotation-resistant (RR; Urbana, Illinois 
population) WCR. Protease activities are expressed as nanomoles of p-nitroaniline (pNA) 
released per mg of gut protein per min. Different letters indicate significant differences 
between treatments  (Fisher’s LSD; P < 0.05). 
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Fig. 10. Expression of cathepsin L gene DvRS5 in digestive tracts of wild-type (WT; 
Higginsville, Missouri) and rotation-resistant WCR (RR; Urbana, Illinois) treated with 
antibiotics (400 mg/L) or water (0 mg/L). Expression data were analyzed using the ΔΔCT 
method. Data were exponentially transformed to fold changes in transcript abundance for 
figure illustration. The error bars represent standard errors (n = 3). A two-way ANOVA 
(phenotype x antibiotic dosage) revealed that effects of phenotype (F = 2.867, df = 1, P = 
0.129), antibiotic dosage (F =0.076, df = 1, P = 0.79) and their interaction (F = 0.232, df 
= 1, P = 0.643) were statistically insignificant. 
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Fig. 11. Graphical abstract describing the overall design for the experiments in Chapter 3. 
Western corn rootworm (WCR) populations were challenged with double stranded (ds) 
RNA of different genes (i.e., the cysteine protease gene DvRS5, the immune gene att1 
and the control opa gene from Drosophila) and measured for their gut cysteine protease 
activities and survival time on soybean diet. 
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Fig. 12. Expression profiles of immune gene att1 in digestive tracts of different WCR 
populations (HMO: Higginsville, Missouri; SIL: Shabbona, Illinois; and UIL: Urbana, 
Illinois). Data are expressed as fold changes in transcript levels relative to that of the 
HMO population. Error bars represent standard errors. Different letters above bars 
indicate significant differences in gene expression (Fisher's LSD; P < 0.05). 
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Fig. 13. Effects of RNAi treatments targeting DvRS5 or att1 on transcript abundance of 
(a-c) DvRS5 and (d-e) att1 in digestive tracts of WCR adults collected from rotation-
resistant (RR) problem areas or a non-problem area (wild-type; WT). Data are expressed 
as fold changes in transcript levels relative to those of the control groups. Error bars 
represent standard errors. Significant difference in transcript abundance was only 
detected in the SIL population individuals treated with dsRNA of DvRS5 (*** = P < 
0.0001). HMO: Higginsville, Missouri; SIL: Shabbona, Illinois; UIL: Urbana, Illinois. 
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Fig. 14. Effect of DvRS5-RNAi treatments on DvRS5 (cysteine protease gene) transcript 
abundance in digestive tracts of WCR adults from Urbana, Illinois (UIL) (*** = P < 
0.0001). Data are expressed as fold changes in transcript levels relative to that of the 
control group. Removing an outlier (from the DvRS5 treatment group) resulted in data 
more consistent with other WCR populations (Fig. 13a-b). 
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Fig. 15. Effects of RNAi treatments (targeting cathepsin L gene DvRS5) on constitutive 
gut cysteine protease activities of (a) the wild-type (WT) WCR population from 
Higginsville, Missouri (HMO) and rotation-resistant (RR) WCR populations from (b) 
Shabbona, Illinois (SIL) and (c) Urbana, Illinois (UIL). Cysteine protease activities are 
shown in units of pmol p-nitroaniline (pNA) released per mg gut tissue per min (* = P < 
0.05; ** = P < 0.01). (d) Proportions of cysteine protease activity retained after DvRS5-
RNAi treatments (dividing mean activities of DvRS5-treated groups by those of control 
groups). 
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Fig. 16. Survival of RNAi-treated wild-type (HMO) and rotation-resistant WCR 
populations (UIL and SIL) on soybean plants. Each population received either the att1 
(immune gene) dsRNA treatment or the control treatment. Significant differences 
between survival curves were declared at P < 0.05 (log-rank test, Tukey-Kramer adjusted; 
different letters on the right). HMO: Higginsville, Missouri; SIL: Shabbona, Illinois; UIL: 
Urbana, Illinois. 
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Fig. 17. Flow diagram describing procedures used to resolve the WCR adult gut 
transcriptome isogroups (i.e., genes) to single best representative isotigs (i.e., mRNA). 
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Fig. 18. Principal component analysis on gene expression profiles in guts of different 
WCR populations fed on corn ear (designated as 0) or soybean foliage (8 or 36 h). Data 
from 3,973 differentially expressed isotigs/contigs were included in this analysis. 
Rotation-resistant (RR) and wild-type (WT and IA) WCR have similar gene expression 
profiles when on corn diets (enclosed in the orange box), and relatively different profiles 
when on soybean tissue diets (enclosed in green boxes). 
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Fig. 19. Expression patterns of modules whose expression are different between rotation-
resistant (RR) and wild-type (WT and IA) WCR under at least one dietary condition.  
The data are colored by the dietary treatments, while the phenotypes of the samples are 
indicated below each individual graph. The bar heights represent eigengene values of 
independent Illumina sequencing samples, which are used to estimate the expression 
trends of each module across samples. Modules A-D did not have a significant 
“phenotype x diet” interaction in the 3x3 ANOVA test. The remaining modules had 
significant interactions and were subjected to simple main effect tests; the diets in which 
the eigengene values are correlated with the RR phenotype are labeled on the right of 
their module numbers. CR: corn; SB8: soybean (8 h); SB36: soybean (36 h).  
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Fig. 19 (continued) 
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Table 1. Western corn rootworm collection sites, their distance from the reported 
epicenter of the rotation-resistant phenotype, and the county-scale landscape 
heterogeneity (cropping diversity) around sampling sites.  
Location Coordinate 
Rotation-
resistant 
status* 
County 
land  
(ha)1  
Corn 
planted 
(ha)2 
Soybean 
planted 
(ha)2 
County 
land area 
other than 
corn or 
soybean 
Distance 
to Piper 
City, IL 
(km) 
Piper City 
(Ford 
County), IL 
40°45'24''N, 
88°11'28"W 
RR 
(Epicenter) 
125,775 64,750 47,753 11% 0  
Urbana 
(Champaign 
County), IL 
40°09'14''N, 
88°08'40''W 
RR 258,033 124,036 91,864 16% 67.1 
Minonk 
(Woodford 
County), IL 
40°51'26''N, 
89°00'26''W 
RR 136,700 60,703 39,255 27% 69.8 
Shabbona 
(DeKalb 
County), IL 
41°50'36"N, 
88°50'58"W 
RR 163,509 99,148 33,589 19% 132.7  
Boone 
(Boone 
County), IA 
42°00'31"N, 
93°47'19"W 
WT 148,036 68,594 40,873 26% 488.3  
Higginsville  
(Lafayette 
County), 
MO 
39°07'09''N 
93°49'42''W  
WT 162,763 39,578 44,920 48% 514.9  
Concord 
(Dixon 
County), NE 
42°23'39''N, 
96°57'23''W 
WT 123,343 49,048 32,092 34% 752.9  
*RR: rotation-resistant; WT: wild-type. 
1United States Census Bureau (2010) USA Counties Data. Available at http://censtats.census.gov/. 
2United States Department of Agriculture/National Agricultural Statistics Service (2011) Quick Stats 2.0. 
Available at http://quickstats.nass.usda.gov/. 
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Table 2. Sequence and description of primers used in Chapter 2. 
Primer name Sequence (starting with 5’) Description 
ITSF  
(6-FAM at 5') 
GTCGTAACAAGGTAGCCGTA Forward primer for bacterial ARISA 
ITSReub GCCAAGGCATCCACC Reverse primer for bacterial ARISA and 
16S rDNA clone library construction 
27f AGAGTTTGATCCTGGCTCAG Construction and sequencing of 16S 
rDNA clone libraries 
1525r TAAGGAGGTGATCCAGCC Sequencing of 16S rDNA clone library 
DvRS5-rtF AACGCCATGGTCTCTCTTCCGAAT Forward primer for qRT-PCR of WCR 
DvRS5 
DvRS5-rtR TGGAAACTGGACCTACGCTAGCAA Reverse primer for qRT-PCR of WCR 
DvRS5 
EF-rtF TGGACTCGACTGAACCAGCATACA Forward primer for qRT-PCR targeting 
WCR elongation factor-1 alpha gene  
(EF-1α) 
EF-rtR ATGTTGTCTCCGTGCCATCCTGAA Reverse primer for qRT-PCR targeting 
WCR elongation factor-1 alpha gene  
(EF-1α) 
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Table 3. Sequences and descriptions of primers used to conduct Rapid Amplification 
of cDNA Ends (RACE) targeting the immune gene transcript att1 in the western 
corn rootworm (Diabrotica virgifera virgifera LeConte). 
Primer name Sequence (starting with 5’) Description 
att1-outR GACATCAGTACCATATCCG Outer reverse primer for 5' RACE of att1 
att1-innR CGACCTCCAAAAGAATCTGG Inner reverse primer for 5' RACE of att1 
attR GTTGTGAATTAAGGTCTAGC Reverse primer for att1 transcript amplification 
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Table 4. Sequences and details of primers used in Chapter 3. 
Primer name Sequence (starting with 5’) 
Reference or 
GenBank 
accession no. of  
the targeted gene 
T7-DvRS5F TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGGCCAATCTAGGTGCCTTCGA KJ396941,       
AJ583508 T7-DvRS5R TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGTGGAAACTGGACCTACGCT  
T7-attF TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGGATCAGTTCAATTGCAGCTTC KC527836,       
EW771833 T7-attR TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGGTTGTGAATTAAGGTCTAGC 
DvRS5-rtF AACGCCATGGTCTCTCTTCCGAAT KJ396941,      
AJ583508  DvRS5-rtR TGGAAACTGGACCTACGCTAGCAA 
att1-rtF GCATTTCCGCAGTAGTATCTCTTCC KC527836,  
att1-rtR TCGAACCAGTGTAAGCACCGTCAA EW771833 
EF-rtF TGGACTCGACTGAACCAGCATACA (Knolhoff et al. 
2010; Curzi et al. 
2012; Chu et al. 
2013) 
EF-rtR ATGTTGTCTCCGTGCCATCCTGAA 
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Table 5. Sampling locations, characteristics, and usage of western corn rootworm 
populations included in the experiments in Chapter 4. 
Location Field 
coordinates 
Resistance status  Usage 
Brookings, SD N/A WT/Non-diapausing laboratory-
reared colony 
Reference transcriptome 
Concord, NE 42°23'39''N, 
96°57'23''W 
WT Reference transcriptome,  
RNA-seq analysis 
Higginsville, MO 39°07'09''N, 
93°49'42''W 
WT Reference transcriptome,  
RNA-seq analysis 
Ames, IA 42°03'08''N, 
93°32′06''W 
WT  Reference transcriptome,  
RNA-seq analysis 
Shabbona, IL 41°50'36''N, 
88°50'58''W 
RR Reference transcriptome,  
RNA-seq analysis 
Minonk, IL 40°51'26''N, 
89°00'26''W 
RR Reference transcriptome,  
RNA-seq analysis 
Urbana, IL 40°09'14''N, 
88°08'40''W 
RR Reference transcriptome,  
RNA-seq analysis 
N/A: not applicable; WT: wild-type; RR, rotation-resistant. 
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Table 6. Highlights of results from gene ontology (GO) enrichment analyses on gene 
modules potentially correlated with the RR phenotype. 
Module 
# Size
1 
Overall 
ANOVA 
sig.2 
Significant 
factor(s) 
influencing 
expression 
Biological process3 Molecular function3 
GO term 
ID Description 
GO term  
ID Description 
A 1,078 4.5E-04 Phenotype, Diet 
0055085 transmembrane transport 0003824 catalytic activity 
1901564 organonitrogen compound 
metabolic process 
0015145 monosaccharide 
transmembrane 
transporter activity 
0005975 carbohydrate metabolic 
process 
1901476 carbohydrate 
transporter activity 
B 115 6.3E-05 Phenotype, Diet 
1901071 glucosamine-containing 
compound metabolic 
process 
0008061 chitin binding 
0006040 amino sugar metabolic 
process 
0016798 hydrolase activity, 
acting on glycosyl 
bonds 
0006022 aminoglycan metabolic 
process 
0016787 hydrolase activity 
C 90 5.7E-02 Phenotype 
0055114 oxidation-reduction 
process 
0004175 endopeptidase 
activity 
0045087 innate immune response 0004866 endopeptidase 
inhibitor activity 
0008063 Toll signaling pathway 0016491 oxidoreductase 
activity 
D 59 1.0E-03 Phenotype, Diet 
0009266 response to temperature 
stimulus 
ND  
0055085 transmembrane transport   
0031427 response to methotrexate   
E 466 5.7E-03 Diet, interaction 
0051494 negative regulation of 
cytoskeleton organization 
0005515 protein binding 
0040007 growth 0008092 cytoskeletal protein 
binding 
0051656 establishment of organelle 
localization 
0004871 signal transducer 
activity4 
0060089 molecular transducer 
activity4 
F 243 2.8E-03 Phenotype, interaction 
0007157 heterophilic cell-cell 
adhesion 
0015144 carbohydrate 
transmembrane 
transporter activity 
0007155 cell adhesion 1901476 carbohydrate 
transporter activity 
0022610 biological adhesion 0008236 serine-type peptidase 
activity 
G 110 8.6E-03 Phenotype, interaction 
0009653 anatomical structure 
morphogenesis 
0005543 phospholipid binding 
0034330 cell junction organization 0050839 cell adhesion 
molecule binding 
0045216 cell-cell junction 
organization 
0003779 actin binding 
H 138 2.0E-06 
Phenotype, 
Diet, 
interaction 
0042493 response to drug ND  
0072347 response to anesthetic  
I 104 1.7E-03 Diet, interaction 
0005975 carbohydrate metabolic 
process 
0004867 serine-type 
endopeptidase 
inhibitor activity 
1Number of isotigs/contigs included in each gene module.    
2Significance values of overall ANOVA tests on the eigengene values of each module; significance threshold: P < 0.1. 
3Results from the gene list analyses were summarized with REViGO. For each GO domain (“biological process” or “molecular 
function”), three GO terms with the lowest P-values (from the summarized results) were reported. The significance threshold was 
set at 0.001 (default setting). 
4The two terms have the same P-value. 
ND: No enriched GO terms detected.    
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APPENDIX: SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES 
Table A.1. Over-represented biological process ontology terms of gene modules 
described in Chapter 4. 
Module 
ID GO term ID
1 Description log10 P-value 
A 0055085 transmembrane transport -6.7696 
 1901564 organonitrogen compound metabolic process -5.2941 
 0005975 carbohydrate metabolic process -4.9788 
 0055114 oxidation-reduction process -4.7235 
 0044710 single-organism metabolic process -4.3915 
 0044281 small molecule metabolic process -4.2441 
 0009112 nucleobase metabolic process -3.9508 
 0006520 cellular amino acid metabolic process -3.7258 
 0006030 chitin metabolic process -3.3737 
 0006144 purine nucleobase metabolic process -3.1945 
 0006629 lipid metabolic process -3.1249 
 0006749 glutathione metabolic process -3.0458 
B 1901071 glucosamine-containing compound metabolic process -4.2660 
 0006040 amino sugar metabolic process -4.2132 
 0006022 aminoglycan metabolic process -3.9245 
 0006036 cuticle chitin catabolic process -3.4828 
 0006026 aminoglycan catabolic process -3.2434 
C 0055114 oxidation-reduction process -3.6716 
 0045087 innate immune response -3.4260 
 0008063 Toll signaling pathway -3.4034 
 0035007 regulation of melanization defense response -3.1284 
D 0009266 response to temperature stimulus -3.8633 
 0055085 transmembrane transport -3.5751 
 0031427 response to methotrexate -3.2725 
E 0051494 negative regulation of cytoskeleton organization -5.8601 
 0040007 growth -4.9666 
 0051656 establishment of organelle localization -4.7167 
 0006928 cellular component movement -4.7011 
 0048588 developmental cell growth -4.6364 
 0050794 regulation of cellular process -4.4168 
 0048610 cellular process involved in reproduction -4.1244 
 0044087 regulation of cellular component biogenesis -3.9136 
 0051128 regulation of cellular component organization -3.9031 
 0006897 endocytosis -3.8827 
 0065007 biological regulation -3.6840 
 0051234 establishment of localization -3.6737 
 0007188 
adenylate cyclase-modulating G-protein coupled receptor 
signaling pathway -3.5901 
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Table A.1 (continued) 
Module 
ID GO term ID
1 Description log10 P-value 
E 0044699 single-organism process -3.4401 
 0032502 developmental process -3.4123 
 0032970 regulation of actin filament-based process -3.4123 
 0009581 detection of external stimulus -3.2321 
 0040011 locomotion -3.1062 
 0065009 regulation of molecular function -3.0168 
 0042048 olfactory behavior -3.0097 
F 0007157 heterophilic cell-cell adhesion -3.5735 
 0007155 cell adhesion -3.1838 
 0022610 biological adhesion -3.1232 
G 0009653 anatomical structure morphogenesis -4.9355 
 0034330 cell junction organization -4.7986 
 0045216 cell-cell junction organization -4.7986 
 0032502 developmental process -4.0937 
 0040007 growth -3.7852 
 0008356 asymmetric cell division -3.6289 
 0007163 establishment or maintenance of cell polarity -3.3635 
 0043277 apoptotic cell clearance -3.0635 
H 0042493 response to drug -4.0762 
 0072347 response to anesthetic -4.0762 
I 0005975 carbohydrate metabolic process -3.0526 
1GO enrichment analysis results were summarized using REViGO. 
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Table A.2. Over-represented molecular function ontology terms of gene modules 
described in Chapter 4. 
Module 
ID GO term ID
1 Description log10 P-value 
A 0003824 catalytic activity -15.9666 
 0015145 monosaccharide transmembrane transporter activity -9.9393 
 1901476 carbohydrate transporter activity -7.6055 
 0004553 hydrolase activity, hydrolyzing O-glycosyl compounds -6.7670 
 0016798 hydrolase activity, acting on glycosyl bonds -6.0443 
 0052689 carboxylic ester hydrolase activity -5.7959 
 0005506 iron ion binding -5.6289 
 0016491 oxidoreductase activity -5.5768 
 0009055 electron carrier activity -5.4389 
 0016614 oxidoreductase activity, acting on CH-OH group of donors -4.6615 
 0016787 hydrolase activity -4.6421 
 0046906 tetrapyrrole binding -4.5346 
 0005215 transporter activity -4.2716 
 0016788 hydrolase activity, acting on ester bonds -4.2668 
 0016705 
oxidoreductase activity, acting on paired donors, with 
incorporation or reduction of molecular oxygen -4.1952 
 0008061 chitin binding -3.9355 
 0020037 heme binding -3.8894 
 0050660 flavin adenine dinucleotide binding -3.1798 
 0048037 cofactor binding -3.1537 
 0004364 glutathione transferase activity -3.1118 
 0015020 glucuronosyltransferase activity -3.1118 
B 0008061 chitin binding -4.8962 
 0016798 hydrolase activity, acting on glycosyl bonds -4.5591 
 0016787 hydrolase activity -4.2541 
 0004553 hydrolase activity, hydrolyzing O-glycosyl compounds -3.7100 
 0008106 alcohol dehydrogenase (NADP+) activity -3.4828 
 0004033 aldo-keto reductase (NADP) activity -3.4828 
 0004197 cysteine-type endopeptidase activity -3.2434 
C 0004175 endopeptidase activity -4.9172 
 0004866 endopeptidase inhibitor activity -4.5575 
 0016491 oxidoreductase activity -4.3768 
 0017171 serine hydrolase activity -3.6091 
 0008233 peptidase activity -3.6021 
 0016620 
oxidoreductase activity, acting on the aldehyde or oxo group of 
donors, NAD or NADP as acceptor -3.1864 
E 0005515 protein binding -10.2628 
 0008092 cytoskeletal protein binding -6.3045 
 0004871 signal transducer activity -4.3279 
 0060089 molecular transducer activity -4.3279 
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Table A.2 (continued) 
Module 
ID GO term ID
1 Description log10 P-value 
E 0042813 Wnt-activated receptor activity -4.1791 
 0031683 G-protein beta/gamma-subunit complex binding -3.5901 
 0032403 protein complex binding -3.3242 
 0004872 receptor activity -3.2676 
 0017147 Wnt-protein binding -3.2055 
F 0015144 carbohydrate transmembrane transporter activity -6.6162 
 1901476 carbohydrate transporter activity -6.6162 
 0008236 serine-type peptidase activity -3.0788 
 0017171 serine hydrolase activity -3.0434 
 0004364 glutathione transferase activity -3.0017 
G 0005543 phospholipid binding -3.7932 
 0050839 cell adhesion molecule binding -3.5702 
 0003779 actin binding -3.3054 
 0005515 protein binding -3.2211 
I 0004867 serine-type endopeptidase inhibitor activity -5.1656 
1GO enrichment analysis results were summarized using REViGO. 
